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Abstract

Past ten years progress on Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) experiments have demonstrated the

largest non-inductive current (3.6MA, JT-60U), the longest current sustainment (2 hours, TRIAM-1M), non-

inductive current drive at the highest density (ne~1020m'3, ALCATOR-C) and the highest current drive

efficiency (rj CD=3.5xl019m"2A/W, JT-60). These results indicate that LHCD is one of the most promising

methods to drive non-inductive current in the present tokamak plasmas. This paper presents recent

experimental results on LHCD experiments. Basic theories of LH waves, the wave propagation and the

current drive are briefly summarized. The main part of this paper describes several important results and their

physical pictures on recent LHCD experiments; 1) the experimental set-up, 2) the current drive efficiency, 3)

the control of current profile and MHD activities, 4) the global energy confinement, 5) the global power flow,

6) fast electron behaviors, 7) interaction between LH waves and thermal/fast ions, 8) combination with other

CD method.

Keywords : Lower Hybrid Wave, Current Drive, Tokamak, Profile Control
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1. Introduction

Before starting the lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) experiments on a large tokamak JT-60, many
experiments in small and medium size tokamaks have shown that LHCD is one of the most efficient
method to drive non-inductive current in tokamak plasmas. At the same time, however, problems
concerning to a high power and long pulse LH power injection was also pointed out. One of these is the
so-called "hot spot problem", where lost fast electrons accelerated by LH waves hit the first wall locally,
cause an abrupt increase in the impurity influx and sometimes terminate the discharge through a major
disruption. Another issue was non-linear effect on the wave excitation, propagation and damping at the
high power RF injection. In addition to get the solution for these issues, high power and long pulse
LHCD experiments in a large machine were expected to show new physics data to understand LHCD
physics. Since the non-inductive current is driven by toroidally rotating fast electrons produced by LH
waves, the fast electron behavior plays important role to understand the LHCD physics. In small tokamak
plasmas, where the confinement time of the fast electrons is much shorter than their slowing down time,
fast electrons may be lost easily from the plasma before they are thermalized. This means that a
significant fraction of the injected RF power in the small machines will be lost through the fast electron
loss. The experiments in a large tokamak were expected to provide new experimental data to
understanding LHCD physics without uncertainties of the fast electron loss. Under these backgrounds,
high power LHCD experiments were started in 1986.

A significant progress has been made during these ten years LHCD experiments including
experiments in large tokamak machines such as JT-60, JT-60U, JET and Tore Supra, as shown in Sec.3.1.
High power and long pulse RF injection has been commonly performed without severer impurity influx.
Behaviors of fast electrons are gradually understood. Most important point is that various reported results
have been compared with theoretical modeling and numerical calculations. It can be said that the
common physics basis of LHCD is now establishing based on these progresses. In order to apply LHCD
to a next generation tokamak such as ITER, recent progress on LHCD study should be reviewed and
remained key issues should be extracted. On the based of these recent results on LHCD experiments
mainly performed in JT-60/JT-60U, this paper reviews progress on LHCD experiment and the present
understanding of the experimental results, and showes an effectiveness of LHCD in a future tokamak
fusion reactor.

In Sec.2, the basic LHCD theory that helps to understand recent LHCD results smoothly is
summarized. Simple modeling of the wave propagation is important to understand the toroidal effects on
the launched wave phase velocity. A new simple theoretical model that includes the effect of nn up-shift
on current drive efficiency may help to understand the so-called spectral gap problem. Recent LHCD
results are described in Sec.3. Eight important subjects are discussed after reviewing the progress on
LHCD experiments briefly and introducing the experimental setup including recent multijunction
launcher. Conclusive summaries are given in Sec.4.
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2. Basic Theory of Lower Hybrid Current Drive

This part describes the basic characteristics of lower hybrid wave (LHW) and the lower hybrid
current drive (LHCD), which are necessary to understand the experimental results. The dispersion
relation of LH waves and the propagation of waves are given in Sec.2.1. Section 2.2 describes the wave-
particle interaction, the linear Landau damping and the quasi-linear theory.

2.1 Characteristics of Lower Hybrid Wave

Most of basic characteristics of LHW can be understood by its dispersion relation. In Sec.2.1.1,
dispersion relation of LHW with various approximations is discussed. Conditions of mode coupling,
resonance, cut-off are derived. Wave propagation characteristics are described in Sec.2.1.2.

2.1.1 Dispersion Relation

Wave frequency of LHW is around (fcefci)0-5 where fce = eB/me (= 27.99B[T] GHz) and fcj =
eZB/m; (= 15.24ZB[T]/Aj MHz) are the electron cyclotron frequency and the ion cyclotron frequency,
respectively, and e, B, me, mj, Z and A; are the electron charge, the magnetic field, the electron mass, the
ion mass, the ion charge number and the ion mass number. Since f » fcj, characteristics of LHW can be
understood by neglecting the magnetic field for ions for most cases.

In order to derive the most simple dispersion relation (the cold electrostatic dispersion relation) for
LHW, we use fluid equations for electrons and ions. We assume the electrostatic wave, the spatial
uniformity and the collisionless cold plasma. Then the fluid equations are describes as

dv k . „ , „ .
( ^ + V k )

where k = e, i and ee = -e, e; = e. Linearizing about a stationary equilibrium and assuming plane waves
(d/dt—> -i(0, V—nk), we have v^ = e^ (-k<|) +ivxB0)/(micco). In a coordinate system whose z axis is parallel
to the magnetic field, solution of above equations can be described by;

, 2 . 2 * 0 )

1 - coce/co

where a>ce = 2;ifce. Since the linearized equation of continuity is n^ = n]<0(kv)/(o, we have the electron
and the ion oscillating densities
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where the neutrality for the stationary equilibrium is assumed; neo = nio and k|| = kz (the parallel wave
number), kj_2=kx

2+ky2 and k2 = k||2+ kj_2. Putting these perturbed densities into the Poisson equation,
we obtain

0 CO I - COC(/CO CO

where fpe = C0pe/27c = (e2ne/eome)a5/27i (=28.39(ne(l0l9m-3))0-5 GHz) and fpi = cOpj/271 =
(Z2e2ne/eomi)°-5/2ji (=0.6626Z(ni(l0l9rn-3)/A)0-5 GHz) are the electron and the ion plasma frequencies,
respectively. The dispersion relation is derived with the non-trivial solution of (j) 5* 0. Considering
(O2«roce

2, we obtain the dispersion relation of LHW[l,2]

G = Snj_2 + Pnn2 = 0 (2.1.1)

where S = 1 + C0pe
2/c0ce2 - copj2/©2, P = 1 - (Ope2/^2 - (Op /̂co2 ~ 1 - Wp^/co2 and n = ck/oo is the wave

refractive index. Eq.(2.1.1) is the most simple dispersion relation of LHW. Validity of this dispersion
relation has been confirmed by probe measurement in linear machines[3].

By using Eq.(2.1.1), we can see several important characteristics of LHW. Wave resonance occurs
when S = 0. We call this resonance as the lower hybrid resonance. This condition is rewritten as

f = fLH = fpi/( 1 + fpe2/fce2)0-5 (2-1 -2)

and fLH IS t n e lower hybrid resonance frequency. Wave cut-off occurs at P = 0. Therefore LHW can not

propagate at the region of f < fpe. Since the wave group velocity is described by Vg = 3(fl/dk =

0G/3k)/(3G/3(0), we obtain

vg±/vgll = (dG/dk_L)/(dG/dk||) = (-S/P)a5 = tan e res.

This indicates that the propagation angle of the wave energy does not depend on k||. We call the angle
8 r e s as the resonance cone angle[l, 4]. Usually P » l ~ O(c0pe

2/co2) and S ~ O(l), then 6 r e s « l , and
indicating that the LHW propagates mainly to the direction of the magnetic field. This behavior was also
confirmed experimentally in linear machines [1-3].

We considered the only electrostatic wave in the derivation of Eq.(2.1.1). Although LHW is
basically electrostatic wave, the electromagnetic characteristics are also appeared especially at a long
wavelength region. The electromagnetic dispersion relation of LHW for cold plasma is given by[5],

S n i 4 + BnjL2 + C=0 (2.1.3)

where B = (S - n||2)(S+P) - D2, C = P[(S - n||2)2 - D2] and D = C0pe2/(ax0ce). Eq.(2.1.3) has two roots for
n_L2; n i 2 = (B ± (B2 - 4SC)°-5)/2S. Since IPI»1, S, D, D2, usually, 4SC/B2 « I is valid. Therefore two
roots can be described as followings.

n i s 2 ~ B/A ~ P (S - ny2)/S (2.1.4)

n 1 F
2 ~ C/B ~ (S - nn2) -D2/(S - ny2) (2.1.5)
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Since Eq.(2.14) is coincident with the electrostatic dispersion relation described by Eq.(2.1.1) with a
short wavelength limit (S « ny2), the cold electromagnetic dispersion relation Eq.(2.1.3) includes the
cold electrostatic dispersion relation Eq.(2.1.1). By comparing two roots of Eq.(2.1.4) and (2.1.5), one
can find nj^s2 » nJ_F2- This indicates that the wave phase velocity vp = c/n is for the wave of Eq.(2.1.4)
is much smaller than that for Eq.( 1.1.5). Therefore we call the slow mode for the root of nj_s ar>d the fast

mode for nj_F- When the condition of B2 - 4SC = 0 is satisfied in Eq.(2.1.3), the mode coupling between
these two modes occurs. Considering IPI»1 and D2/IPI ~ C0pe

2/c0ce
2, this condition is rewritten as

n fc
 = co2 /co2 + V 1 + co2 /co2 - co2./co2. ,_ . ,.

"II pe (E ' pe ce pi (2.1.6)

This is called as the accessibility condition[6]; when the waves meet the condition of n|| = N||acc during
their propagation the mode conversion occurs from the slow(fast) to the fast(slow). This is one of the
most important parameters to understand LHCD physics.

Let's consider a short wavelength limit near the lower hybrid resonance; S - 0. Corresponding wave
phase velocity may become very slow and be close to the thermal velocity. Then the interaction between
the wave and the thermal motion of plasma particles may be very important. The thermal motion of
plasma must modify the wave characteristics. Taking into account this effect, the electrostatic dispersion
relation Eq.(2.1.1) is modified as [7](see Appendix)

T nj_4 + S n i 2 + P nn2 = 0 (2.1.7)

where T = -(3/2)(cope
2/co2)(vTi2/c2) - (3/8)(cope

2co2/coCe4)(vTe2/c2)' vTi and vTe are the ion and the
electron thermal velocity, respectively. Eq.(2.1.7) has again two roots for nj_2. In the low temperature
case; 4TPn||2/S«l, these two roots can be described by

n±S2 ~ - P n||2/S

~ - S/T + P n||2/S. (2.1.8)

We call the mode for Eq.(2.1.8) as the thermal mode. Mode coupling between the slow and thermal
modes can be described as S2 = 4TPnn2, and is rewritten by[8]

n
LTP / me c

 f / f LH
vTl I 4 2~2 (2.1.9)

V l + © /(4a)cccoci)(T/Ti)

where Te and T; are the electron and the ion temperature, respectively. This coupling point is usually
called as the linear turning point. Since the perpendicular wave phase velocity is small enough to couple
with thermal ions near the linear turning point, the plasma heating by LHW can be expected. This effect
can be approximately described by the imaginary part of the dispersion relation. In Appendix, the
imaginary part of the warm electrostatic dispersion relation is derived. The imaginary part of the
dispersion relation G(co, k) =0 indicates that the frequency of oscillation co or the wave number vector k
contains the imaginary part. Since we assume that the wave electric field as E=Eoe'(kr-fflt)? the imaginary
part of co or k means the damping or the growth of the wave electric field.

It is very easy to introduce the thermal effect to the cold electromagnetic dispersion relation
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Eq.(2.1.3) on the analogy of above discussion. The warm electromagnetic dispersion relation is described
by[5]

+ S n i 4 + B n_L2+ C = 0. (2.1.10)

Eq.(2.1.10) has three modes; the slow, the fast and the thermal modes. The thermal, slow and the fast
modes originated from the first, the second and the last two terms, respectively.

In order to summarize the dispersion relation described in this section, the solutions n±^ in
Eq.(2.1.10) are plotted schematically against the electron density with two different nn in Fig.l. Solid
lines show the case of larger nn, while smaller nn is shown as broken lines. For both cases, there are three
solutions for a given density (including negative value of nj_2). Passing through the cut-off layer (f > fpe)
located at very edge of plasma by the tunneling effect, the slow wave propagates toward higher density
region with increasing njL2. If nn is large enough to satisfy the accessibility condition as shown in solid
line, the slow wave approaches to the lower hybrid resonance layer. Refractive index n±^ increases
rapidly around there and the thermal effect may affect the wave propagation because the wave phase
velocity becomes close to the thermal velocity. Finally the slow mode couples with the thermal mode at
point A. Converted thermal mode propagates toward low density region with losing its power through a
strong damping. For smaller ny as shown in broken line, the slow mode couples to the fast mode at point
B. Converted fast mode propagates toward low density regime and meets the fast wave cut-off layer at
point C. Fast mode may reflect at this cut-off layer and go back the same path. This means that the wave,
which does not satisfy the accessibility condition, may localize at the low density region with converting
its mode repeatedly.

CM
H
C

ne
S = 0

Fig. 1 Refractive index nj_2 against the density. Solid line shows the
case that the wave satisfies the accessibility condition, while
broken line is the case of inaccessible wave. Point A, B and C
show the linear turning point, the accessibility condition and the
cut-off of fast mode,espectively.
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2.1.2 Propagation of Lower Hybrid Wave

Assuming that non-uniformity of plasma parameters is weak (this means that the characteristic
length of spatial change in the plasma parameters is much longer than the wave length) and the
geometrical optics is valid, the wave trajectory can be calculated from the Eikonal equations[9];

vg = dr/dt = OG/ak)/(3G/3co), dk/dt = - (dGldr)l(dGldu>) (2.1.11)

where G is the dispersion relation. Many works of numerical calculation of ray tracing on LH waves have
been performed[10 - 20]. In this section, an example of the simplest ray tracing calculation, which solves
numerically Eq.(2.1.11), will be presented to understand the wave propagation in tokamak plasmas.

We employ the coordinate system (r, 9, 0) where r, 8, and <)) are the poloidal radius from the
magnetic axis, the poloidal angle from the midplane and the toroidal angle, respectively. Corresponding
wave vector is (kr, m/r, n^R), where kr, m and n<j> are canonical conjugate to r, 6 and 0, respectively, and
R = Ro + r cosG, (Ro is the major radius of the magnetic axis). We assume that the density profile
depends on only r, and B=(0, Be(r), B^r,*))). In these assumptions, the parallel and the perpendicular
wave vectors can be described by

(2.1.12)

where bj = Bj/B. For simplicity, the cold electrostatic dispersion relation Eq.(2.1.1) is used here. Then we

obtain,

3co 2k il co2

3kr 3m K

3r k|1 3r P k|1 k|1 3r 2 P 3r 2 S 3r

3 B ~ ' ° kjj"3e~ + p kj kj"ae" ~2s ae

Since the plasma parameters do not depend on 0, the toroidal mode number n<t) is conserved. From

m db e b e . n^^b<D b $ r n c f i x ^kn _ m ^ e a b . rb.

30 R 36 R3r ar R ar R 39 30 R 36

"*vx _ in ( "~v -s»\ y <- ""Q be 0 , a k x _ r n ^ N n<t) c ^ i rbg . fi .

3r 3r R 3r R 36 36 R 36 K

(2.1.14)
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We employ that Be(r) = 2Bp(r/a)(l - r2/a2) (this corresponds to the assumption of the parabolic current
density profile), B ^ B j Rc/R and ne = ne0 (1 - r2/a2), where Bx is the toroidal field at the magnetic axis,
Bp = iiolp/^ra) is the poloidal field at the plasma surface, neo is the central electron density, Ip is the
total plasma current and a is the minor radius. Using these profile assumptions, derivatives appeared in
Eqs.(2.1.13) and (2.1.14) can be easily calculated analytically. Finally we obtain following Eikonal
equations.

2 2

d r = co k r (o / i COLHN Q

dt~"k»k»<o2
e oo2

COp e CO

d k r _ COLHW 1 3k,i S k x l 3kn i dP i 3S

dt ^ 2 k,| 3 r P k|, k,| 9 r 2P a r 2S 9 r

2

dm _ _ / ,

O) " oo " " co do

By integrating Eq.(2.1.15) numerically, one can obtain the ray trajectory and the change in the wave

vector during the propagation. Example of numerical solution of ray tracing calculation is shown in

Fig.2a, where the poloidal projections of the ray trajectories are drawn for different three injection points;

9jnj = JI/2, 0, -7i/2. Calculations were performed with following parameters; nn(at injection point) = 2.2,

neo = 1020nr3, f =2GHz, B T = 4T, Ip = 2MA, a = lm, Ro = 3.4m, and the hydrogen plasma. Solid and

broken lines show dr/dt<0 and dr/dt>0, respectively. It is easy to understand these wave trajectories

qualitatively. With assumptions of S / IPI « 1, b^ ~ 1, kr ~ k = (IPI / S)^^k||, we obtain approximately

that

dr R f a n f t d6
K tantf res, r b

where 0 r e s is the resonance cone angle described in the previous section, q(r) is the safety factor. This
indicates that LH wave propagates radially with the resonance cone angle and rotates poloidally along the
poloidal magnetic field roughly. Measurement of this poloidal rotation of the wave in a tokamak plasma
has been reported in Ref.[21].

In Fig.2b, the change in ny is plotted against the minor radius for cases shown in Fig.2a. The parallel
refractive index n|| is not conserved in toroidal plasmas. The change in n|| depends on the wave launching
point. Change in nn is due to the toroidal effect and the helical structure of the magnetic field line. In
Fig.3a and 3b, the major radius of the wave trajectory R, nn, ( n ^ / R ) ^ , (m*/r)be are plotted against the
poloidal angle of the wave trajectory for the case of 6jnj = 0° in Fig.2, where n ,̂*= n^co/c and m*=mco/c
and ny = (m*/r)bo + (n(()*/R)b(j). The change in ( n ^ / R ) ^ can be understood easily because n^* is
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z 0

Ro-a Ro+a

Fig. 2a Poloidal projection of ray trajectories for different three injection
points. Solid lines show ray path from injection point to the plasma
center, and broken lines indicate ray trajectory after passing the
plasma center. The calculation was made by solving Eq. (2.1.15)
with n||o=2.2, nco=1020m-3, f=2GHz, BT=4T, Ip= 2MA, a = Im,
Ro= 3.4m and the hydrogen plasma.

0

Fig. 2b Refractive index n\\ against the plasma radius divided by the
plasma minor radius r/a for results shown in Fig.2a.

constant and b^ ~ I. Therefore the change in ( n ^ / R ^ comes from the change in the major radius of the
wave trajectory. As shown in Fig.3b, ny can be explained qualitatively by (m*/r)bQ. In Fig.3c, (m*/r)be is
plotted against the poloidal angle for three cases in Fig.2. The value (m*/r)be oscillates with the poloidal
rotation angle 0, and has the maximum at 0/2JI = j (j = 0, I, 2...) and the minimum at 0/27t = j+0.5. It
seems that (m*/r)be is the sum of the oscillating component with 0 and the almost constant component
(or the slowly changing component with 0). Figure 3c suggests that the almost constant component of
(m*/r)be may depend on the poloidal injection angle 0jnj.
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To understand this behavior on (m*/r)bQ, we derive the approximate solution of the poloidal mode
number m. Again assuming S / IPI « 1 , bg « I, b^ ~ 1, (o^/cope2)? ~ - 1, and using Eq.(2.1.15), we
can obtain

d m ,n<l>
-—~q(r)sinG {-£

de R

bed- (2.1.16)

where we use that dke/dt - (r sin9b<j>) (n^R - mb^be/rVR from Eq.(2.1.14), dS/dq/(2S) ~ -
(Gt)pe2/oace2/S)(dB/39)/B = - (cOpe

2/coCe2/S)(rb())
2/R)sine. Assuming that the radial propagation can be

neglected during poloidal rotation (r ~ const., R ~ Ro), we can integrate Eq.(2.1.16) analytically.
However, further simplification is made here; we neglect the second term in Eq.(2.1.16). Then the
solution of Eq.(2.1.16) can be described as

m ( 1 + (cosG -cosGinj) (2.1.17)

where m0 and 9jnj are the poloidal mode number and the poloidal angle at the injection point,
respectively. Eq.(2.1.17) indicates that (m-mo)/r has the maximum at 8/2JI = j and the minimum at 9/27C =
j+0.5 as well as shown in Fig.3c. For 6inj = 0°, (m-mo)/r has a negative value and decreases with 9 at 6 =
0 - 180°, while (m-mo)/r for 6inj = -90° increases at 8-9jnj = 0 - 90°. The offset component of (m-mo)/r
depends on 9jnj. Eq.(2.1.17) describes quantitatively the behaviors of (m*/r)be as shown in Fig.3c.

Ro+a

DC io -

Ro-a

Fig. 3a Major radius R against the poloidal angle 0 of wave trajectory for 0inj = 0° in Fig.2.

The change in ny during the propagation in tokamak plasmas is very important to understand the
physics of LH waves because n||, in other word the wave phase velocity parallel to the magnetic field vn =
co/ky - c/nn, is the most important parameter of the interaction of waves with electrons. For example, the
accessibility condition and the linear turning point should be estimated by the ray tracing code because
the launched ny is not conserved in tokamak plasmas[13]. The modification of the velocity distribution of
electrons is taken place at the parallel wave phase velocity. The change in n\\ during wave propagation,
which includes multiple reflections at the cut-off layer[20], is thought to be one of possible explanation
of the so-called spectral gap problem, which will be described later.

In this simple calculation, we neglected the toroidal effect on the poloidal field and the density and
the temperature profile and assumed that the plasma is circular cross-section with simple current profile.
However, this simple model can extract the physical picture of the effect of toroidal effects on the change
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• e -

CD

n

Fig. 3b ti||, (n^'/RJb^,, (m*/r) b0 against the poloidal angle 6 of wave trajectory for0inj =0° inFig.2.

CD

A 0

-2 1

1

N

V
1

6inj=0

90°

o

0

Fig. 3c The value (m*/r) bfl versus the angle 6 for three cases in Fig.2.

of n||. Exact treatment of the toroidal effects on the wave propagation has been studied by employing the

equilibrium configuration[86],

2.2 Basic Theory of Current Drive

RF current drive scheme is based on the modification of the velocity distribution function of the
plasma particles. Therefore the interaction between the waves and the plasma particle is essential. As the
introduction of this section, we discuss the Landau damping, which is the collisionless wave damping of
waves. The modification of the velocity distribution function is described by using the quasi-linear
Fokker-Planck equation. Finally the RF driven current, the RF absorbed power and the current drive
efficiency are derived.

2.2.1 Landau Damping

In order to explain Landau damping simply, the dispersion relation of the electron plasma wave is
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derived by using the Vlasov equation. We assume uniform plasma without static magnetic filed. Then
linearized Vlasov equation is

at av

where fo is the stationary equilibrium distribution function. Assuming f «= exp(ikz-icot), the perturbed
velocity distribution becomes f = (ieE/m)(3foy3v)/(co - kv). Putting the perturbed distribution function
into the Poisson equation ikE = - en'e/e0 (n'e is the perturbed density), we obtain

1 = < ayav
2 J-°°\ - (CO/k)

Since f0 is a Maxwellian distribution; f0 = exp(-v2/vTe
2)/(TC°-5VTe)' Eq.(2.2.1) can be rewritten as

2

v-(oVk)

The integral in the above expression is difficult because of the singularity at v = co/k. We also have to
note that co is the complex quantity generally. The integration should be made by using a contour integral
in the complex v space. Using the following function;

— v -—^dx (2.2.2)

where this function is called as the plasma dispersion function[22], the above expression can be described

2
2(O

K vTe

This is the dispersion relation of electron plasma wave. The asymptotic expansion of Z(x) becomes

2

(2.2.4)

where the real part is the Cauchy principal value and the imaginary part is the residue at the pole x = C, in

Eq.(2.2.2). Using this expansion, Eq.(2.2.3) is approximated as

G = i - 4 - ̂ f ̂ p + i2V?4-fV exp( -TT) = 0 (2-2-5)
co 2co co co k'v^,e k v T e
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The imaginary part of the dispersion relation acts as the damping or the amplification of the wave. If we
put (0 = (Or +iC0j and CO,-» cot, then G(co) = Gr((Or+icoj) + i Gj(c0r+iC0j) = Gr(c0r) + iC0jGr(C0r) + i [Gj(cOr) +
i (OjGj(cOr)] = 0. Therefore the damping or the growth rate can be described by COJ = - Im(G)/3G(cOr)/3co.
For the case of the electron plasma wave, since 3G((Or)/3co ~ 2tOpe

2/to3 from Eq.(2.2.5), the imaginary
part of co is described by

3 2

^ f (2.2.6)
Te

Eq.(2.2.6) gives us the damping rate because the wave amplitude is E <* exp(-icot) = exp(-i(Or)exp(cojt).
The imaginary part of the dispersion relation arises from the pole of v = co/k. Therefore the wave
damping is related with the interaction between the waves and the electrons with the wave phase velocity
(the resonant particles). Wave accelerates particles whose velocity lower than the wave phase velocity,
while particles which have a velocity higher than the phase velocity is decelerated by the wave. Since
there are more accelerated particles than decelerated particles for dfo/dv lv=oyk <0> the particles gain the
energy from the waves. Consequently the waves lose their energy and are damped.

If we want to include a collisional damping, the damping rate can be easily obtained by setting
co—>co+iv, where v is the collision frequency.

2.2.2 Quasi-linear Approximation

In the previous section, the linear Landau damping was discussed. In the framework of the linear
theory, the waves do not affect the particle distribution function largely, so that the equilibrium state of
plasma is not affected by the wave. Therefore, we employed the linearization of the equations,for
example, f(z, v, t) = fo(v) + fj(z, v, t). In this section we discuss the modification of the equilibrium
velocity distribution function f0 due to the interactions with the waves. Here we assume that f(z, v, t) =
fo(v, t) + f](z, v, t), where fo(v, t) changes slowly compared to the wave oscillation. Averaging Eq.(2.2.1)
for fast wave oscillations, the slow change in the equilibrium distribution function can be described by

#o e df,(z,v,t)
— = <E(z, t) >
dt m e dv

e

Putting the perturbed distribution function for the electron plasma wave fj(k, v, cô ) =
-(ieE/m)(3fo/3v)/(co - kv), as derived in the previous section, into Eq.(2.2.7), we obtain

^(v . t ) e 2 f°° f°° • • . • 9 dfo/dv
— - — = ( ) Re <I dk I dkexp[i(kz-co.t)]exp[i(kz-CDkt)]ikE(k,(ok)E(k,(0 )— ( — )>

dt 27tme J-°° l^= dv (rt.j^'v

(2.2.8)

Averaging over wave oscillation gives us that <E(k,coic)E(k',co]<)> = (27i)2Ek25(k+k'). E^2 is called as the
spectral power density. Since <> means the averaging over fast oscillations, E2(t) may change slowly;
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<E2(t)> = dkE2exp(2c0jt) (2.2.9)
J-o

where w; the wave damping (or growth) rate (for the electron plasma wave, o>i is described by Eq.(2.2.6)).
Then Eq.(2.2.8) is rewritten by

(2.2.10)

where

Dw = (^) 2 dk v^® E2(t) = E 2 e 2 ^
] _ . (COkr - kv) 2 + (Of

Since lcoi/cOrl«l normally, therefore the following approximation is valid

=i > n 6(cokr - kv)

(COkr - kv)2 + (02

Hence we can obtain

dk8(C0kr - kv)E^(t) (2.2.11)

where we use dEk2(t)/dt = 2(QjEk2(t). Eq.(2.2.10) describes the slow change in the velocity distribution
function with the presence of the waves. Eq.(2.2.11) is the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient in the
velocity space.

The Coulomb collision must be included in Eq.(2.2.10). To discuss the modification of the velocity
distribution function in LHCD plasma, we use one-dimensional quasi-linear Fokker-Planck equation for
electrons parallel to the magnetic field[23-26]

w ( ) < C ^ + Xf) (2.2.12)
dt 3v 3v 9v 3v xs

where Dw = 7c(e/m)2Eic2/vl|c=ayv, Dc = vte2/2/Ts are the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient and the

collisional diffusion coefficient, respectively. The electron collision time xs is described by

T - 7 t e o t 2 4 (2.2.13)
n P e 4 lnA 5 + zeff
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where we use the collision time Ts which gives us the result consistent with two-dimensional Fokker-
Planck analysis[26]. Change in the electron velocity distribution function due to the RF acceleration is
obtained by solving Eq.(2.2.12).

At the first, we analyze a steady state solution of Eq.(2.2.12) for a very high power RF injected case
(D c /D w « l and V / ( T S D W ) « 1 ) . In such case, 3f/3v = 0 at v]<v<V2 where V] and V2 are the minimum and
maximum parallel wave phase velocity, respectively. Therefore electron velocity distribution function fat
vi<v<v2 is constant and the fast electron density at this plateau region is approximately described by

ntail = . J k _ e x p ( " ^ ) . (2.2.14)
V7tvTe ^

The RF current density is approximately calculated by

(2.2.15)

and the RF power required to maintain the velocity plateau against the collisional dissipation is
approximately obtained by

-i (2.2.16)
v, "s

Putting Eq.(2.2.l3) into Eq.(2.2.l6) and integrating over the velocity plateau, we obtain

mn|,ail v i p |
 2 . mnv£p v? , . . . ,

P = — ! — ^ v- 'dv= l6C x p ( - - I - ) ln(v2/vi) . (2.2.17)p |
]

vi

Assuming that the current density and the absorbed power density are uniform in the tokamak plasma

with a minor radius a and the major radius Rp, the total driven current IRF divided by the total absorbed

power Pabs becomes IRF/Pabs = 7ta2j/(27tRp7ta2p) = j/(27iRpp). So that we obtain

IRF ^ I 2e2,mfl 4 V2 - v?
Pabs Rpne e3 lnA ( 5 + Zeff) In(v2/vi)

We use a figure of merit defined by ricD=neRplRF/Pabs a s a m e a s u r e of current drive efficiency (we call
T|CD as the current drive efficiency, where ne is the line average density, Pabs is the injected RF
power) [25, 27].
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1 0 4_n e (10 1 9 m-3)R p (m)I C D (A)_ 3 1 0 4 nfi
Pabs(W) lnA 5 + Zeff ln(nllmax/ri|lmin)

_

where we use v|=c/nnmax ar>d V2=c/nllmin- The current drive efficiency Eq.(2.2.18) depends on Zeff,
lnA and the launched wave phase velocity. For a very narrow launched wave spectrum; n||mjn ~ n||max =
nll» "HCD = (1240/lnA)/( 5 + Zeff)/nn2. Regarding the launched wave spectrum is the sum of narrow
spectra and summing over the launched spectrum, we often use following efficiency[27, 28];

(2.2.20)

The quantity <n||2>0-5 is called as the spectral weighted n||. It has been confirmed that the dependence of
the experimentally observed efficiency on the launched wave spectrum is consistent with Eqs.(2.2.18) or
Eq.(2.2.19), as discussed later.

As an example of more general case, we employ following assumptions to solve the one-dimensional
Fokker-Planck equation Eq.(2.2.12). We assume that the wave spectrum has two parts; at vj < v < V2 the
RF power is high enough and is not high enough to produce complete plateau on the velocity distribution
at the velocity region of vj_ < v < vi, respectively. We employ the following quasi-linear diffusion
coefficient

Dw=[
; V]<v <V2

(2.2.21)
; vL<v

where v0 = (vj+ v2)/2. D w o and Dw ' are the quasi-linear diffusion coefficients estimated at the velocity
vo and vL,respectively. The quasi-linear diffusion coefficient at VL<V<VJ is employed for filling the
spectral gap when the injected wave phase velocities (y\, \~i) are much faster than a typical electron
velocity (VL) as discussed in detail later. The diffusion coefficient is schematically plotted in Fig.4 where
we assume that DWo and Dw ' are constants and D w o » DC(VQ). Using these assumptions, the steady state
solution of Eq.(2.2.12)

is written by

f(v)= J exp(- — ) v<v L

V7Uvte v te
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exp(- —

' te

2
/ L

2 '

/ L

T
' te

i+n(v)

1 + T 1 L , I

l / T l T

1_
Texp(

V - V 9

te

< V < V ]

V] < v < V2

V2 < v.

(2.2.22)

where r|(v) = Dw7Dc(v), T|L = DW ' /DC(VL), r\] = T|LVI2/VL2, TIT = tlLVte2/vL2- We use that f(v) = const,
because Dw0/Dc(v0) » 1 at the velocity vj<v<V2, and assume that C = ne/(jt°-5vte).

Q

Dw'

VL

Dwo

V2

Fig. 4 Quasi-linear diffusion coefficient assumed in the simple model for estimating the current
drive efficiency shown in Eqs. (2.2.23 - 2.2.26).

The driven current density

j = - e I v f(v) dv

is described analytically by using Eq.(2.2.22) as

te

(2.2.23)

where A = X^^j\ X = (1+T|L)/(1+T1I)- The absorbed wave power density
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p =
f(v)
D c /Dw

is also described analytically by

n e m V(e , 2 / 2 \ r * i / / N ^ T / 1 * \ ip = * tgcxp(-vt/vfe) { A In(v2/vi) + — ( 1 - A ) }
V7C Tst /

Then the ratio j/p becomes

(2.2.24)

a—G(v L , v, , v2, v te,
*/2

G(vL, v, , v2, v te, TIL ) ==-f
Aln(v2/v,)+y(l-A)

(2.2.25)

Again assuming the uniformity for all quantities in a tokamak plasma, the current drive efficiency is
described by,

G ( V L , V | , V 2 , V t e ,

(2.2.26)

For vj = VL (this means X. = 1), Eq.(2.2.23) and Eq.(2.2.24) are equivalent with Eq.(2.2.15) and
Eq.(2.2.17), respectively. The quantity Eq.(2.2.25) becomes G = Gs = (v22 - v]2)/c2/ln(v2/v|) and the
efficiency Eq.(2.2.26) results in Eq.(2.2.18).

We have to note that many simplifications were made in one-dimensional quasi-linear calculation
shown here. For example, two-dimensional effects on velocity space[26], the relativistic effects[29], the
electron trapping effects[3O] should be taken into account. Although these effects play important roles,
most of LHCD characteristics experimentally observed can be understood by the simple analysis
employed here.

2.2.3 The Spectral Gap Problem

The RF driven current and the absorbed power described by Eqs.(2.2.15) and (2.2.17) contain the
term exp(-Vphase^vte^) = exp{-256/n||2/Te(keV)}. In early LHCD experiments performed in small and
medium size tokamaks, the RF driven current was observed in low temperature (an order of lkeV) and
LH waves with n\\ = 1 ~ 2. In these experimental parameters, amount of resonant electrons and the driven
current estimated in Eq.(2.2.15) must be very small compared with the experimental results. The total
driven current estimated by using Eq.(2.2.15) can be described by

= 6800 exp( - 256

'llmax llmin Umax
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where ap is the minor radius, n||max/min ' s t n e maximum/minimum launched ny and we assume the
uniform driven current profile. In the experiments in PLT tokamak (Rp = 1.32m, ap = 0.4m), an order of
0.5MA of LH driven current has been observed by about 0.5MW injection of LH waves with nn = 1.2 ~ 2
at Teo ~ 4keV and ne ~ 10l9rn~3 [28]. For these parameters, only 27A of driven current can be estimated
in the above expression. Although there is a very large gap between the wave phase velocity and the bulk
electron velocity, we observed a large driven current in experiments. In these experiments, fast electrons
with energy in the gap region were observed. This indicates that the some of the injected power was
absorbed in this energy range and suggests that some mechanisms which make higher n|| component than
the launched n||. This is called as the so-called spectral gap problem. It is interesting that the CD
efficiency observed in experiments has a similar parametric dependence with the launched wave
spectrum. Since a term exp(-Vphase2/vte2) cancels out when we calculate j/p, the efficiency Eq.(2.2.18) is
insensitive to details of the electron distribution function. This makes it possible to compare the
experimental CD efficiency with Eq.(2.2.18).

Many mechanisms for filling the spectral gap have been proposed. For example, (a) multiple wave
passes through plasmas[31], (b) scattering and up shifting of the wave spectrum by edge density
fluctuations[32,33], (c) anomalous Doppler instability driving plasma wave unstable[34], (d)effects of the
small amount of high nn components in the launched wave spectrum[35], (e) non-Linear effects[36,37]
and (f) the toroidal ripple effect[38]. Although the spectral gap problem is not fully solved yet, the nn up-
shift during wave propagation is thought to be one of the most possible candidates. Comparisons between
experimental results and the theoretical predictions with the ny up-shift mechanism have been examined.
The multiple pass effect has been applied to ALCATOR-C results in Ref.[39]. Recently a wave diffusion
model, which treats the n\\ up-shift as the diffusion in the wave spectral space, is proposed[40,41]. In
Ref.[42], the wave diffusion model was used to explain the experimental results in ASDEX. A modeling
based on the ny up-shift due to the density fluctuation has been also used to compare the experimental
results in JET[43].

The up-shifted wave power must be not so large because the observed current drive efficiency has a
similar parametric dependence estimated by the launched wave spectrum. So that it is reasonable to
assume the wave spectrum described in Eq.(2.2.14), where we regard the component at v = vj ~ V2 as the
launched spectrum and the wave power at v = VL ~ vj as the up-shifted wave spectrum by some
mechanism to fill the spectral gap. Then the driven current, the absorbed power density and the CD
efficiency are described by Eq.(2.2.16), (2.2.17) and (2.2,19), respectively. The up-shifted wave power is
described by a parameter T|L = D\V'/DCOI(VL). Later we will use this model to explain the temperature
dependence of the current drive efficiency.
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3. Experimental Results of LHCD

3.1 Progress in LHCD Experiments

After the basic studies in current drive experiments on linear machines[44] and torus machines[45-
49], the first demonstration of current drive by LHCD has reported in the JFT-2 tokamak[50]. After that,
LHCD experiments have been performed in many tokamaks in the world[51-59]. In 1986, LHCD
experiment in a large tokamak machine has been started in JT-60[60]. The first long pulse LHCD (-190
seconds) in the super conducting tokamak has been demonstrated in TRIAM-1M in 1988[61]. High
power, long pulse LHCD experiments have been also started in Tore Supra (1991)[62] and in
JET(1992)[63]. Significant progress in LHCD performance has been achieved in these studies; LHCD
has a capability to drive a high non-inductive current (3.6MA in JT-60U[64]), with a high density regime
(ne>102°nr3 in ALCAOTR-Q65]) and to sustain a tokamak plasma for a long time ( ~ 2 hours (TRIAM-
1M[66]). Figure 5a and 5b show the progress of the achieved driven current by LHCD and the injected
RF power against the injected RF energy in typical tokamak experiments. In Fig.6, the parameter
RpICD/PCD ^ plotted against the line averaged electron density for LHCD experiments[67], where Rp,
I Q ) and PCD are the major radius, the non-inductively driven current and the non-inductive CD power,
respectively. In addition to these progresses in the driven current, the CD power, the pulse length and the
operation density, various capabilities of LHCD, for example the control of current profile, MHD
activities and so on, have been demonstrated, and understandings of LHCD have been developed. Recent
progress is emphasized in an application of high power and long pulse LHCD.

Although significant progresses were found in past 10 years studies in LHCD experiments, there are
many problems, which should be solved, and many obstacles to overcome when applying LHCD to a
future steady state tokamak reactor. In this part, recent progress in LHCD will be presented. Although
several results of these are not yet fully understood and some of important results in recent progress may
not be referred due to lack of the author's knowledge, main important issues which should be discussed
here may be summarized in the following studies on; 1) current drive efficiency, 2) current profile control
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90 94

Fig. 5a History of achieved driven current by LHCD [27, 28, 50 - 66, 147, 150]
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Fig. 5b Injected RF power versus injected RF Energy in typical LHCD experiments.
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Fig. 6 RICD/PCD values against line average density for LHCD experiments [67],
7)i, means the current drive efficiency r;CD (10l9nV2 A/W).
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and MHD stability, 3) global confinement, 4) the global power flow, 4) fast electron behaviors, 5)
interaction between LH waves and thermal/fast ions, 6) combination with other CD method. Before these
discussions, a brief discussion about LHCD system will be shown in the next section.

3.2 Typical Experimental Setup

A brief description about LHCD system will be made by quoting the JT-60U LHCD system as an
example. Four types of waveguide grill antennas have been used in JT-60/JT-60U to drive the current and
to heat the plasma. Figure 7 shows schematic view of these four LH launchers.

The Grill-I and the Grill-II in Fig.7 are the conventional waveguide grills with 4 rows poloidally
and 8 columns toroidally waveguide array. In 1986, single Grill-I and two Grill-II were installed
initially[68]. The difference between these two is the width of the waveguide (b) and the wall thickness
(w). The Grill-I (b = 1.6cm and w = 0.6cm) is optimized so that the launched wave spectrum has the peak
at ny = 1.7 (n||Peak) with the phase between adjacent waveguides Mf = 90° at 2GHz. Therefore this
launcher can excite uni-directionally traveling waves to drive the current. The Grill-II (b = 2.9cm and w =
1.0cm) is optimized for the heating experiments, where the best coupling is obtained with A(|) = 180°
(n||peak_ i.9at2GHz).

GRILL-I

8x4

GRILL-II

8x4

GRILL-I GRILL-IV

24x4 48x4

Fig.7 Four LHCD launchers used in JT - 60 and JT - 60U. Grill - I
and II are the conventional waveguide launcher (toroidally
8x poloidally 4 grill structure). Grill HI is 24x4 waveguide
grill launcher using three divided multijunction (M.J.)
module. Grill IV is 4x4 array of 12-divided multijunction
module.

One of two Grill-II's was modified to the Grill-III in 1989 to excite a sharp wave spectrum with
higher directivity and to increase the capability to change nn widely without losing the directivity. The
multijunction(M.J.) launcher was employed in the Grill-III[69]. The multijunction launcher has been
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proposed to simplify launching system with a large number of waveguides[70]. In the Grill-III, each main
waveguide in the previous Grill-II was divided into three secondary waveguides with geometric phase
shifters (A0 = 70° at 2GHz) (this is called as the multijunction module) by using thin metallic walls
perpendicular to the ordinary mode electric field plane at the grill mouth. Eight main waveguides, which
are arranged toroidally in the Grill-I, are modified to eight multijunction modules in the Grill-III, and
each module has three secondary waveguides. Consequently the 4x8 w/g array (Grill-II) has been
modified to the 4 x 24 w/g array (Grill-III) without changing any other component. As shown in later, the
Grill III has realized higher current drive efficiency than that of the Grill-II at the same conditions. By
changing the phase between adjacent modules A0m, n||Peak can be changed from 1.0 to 3.0 without losing
its directivity largely. The multijunction launcher is also employed in JET[71], Tore Supra[72] and HT-
6B[73].

In 1991, the JT-60 has been modified to JT-60U where the plasma current, the plasma volume and
the configuration are enlarged without changing the toroidal magnetic filed coils. The JT-60U tokamak
has single multijunction launcher initially, which is almost the same as the Grill-III. The remained two
conventional launchers (one is the Grill-I and another is the Grill-II in JT-60) have been modified to
single launcher (the Grill-IV)[74]. Again the multijunction launcher was employed in the Grill-IV, which
is shown in Fig.7. The Grill-IV consists of 4x4 multijunction modules and each module is fed by single
klystron directly and is divided into 12 secondary waveguides with a built-in phase shifter of A(j) = 60° at
2GHz. An oversized taper waveguide is employed to divide the main waveguide into a large number of
secondary waveguides. RF measurement in a prototype 12-divided multijunction module has indicated
that the RF properties agree well with the expected when the reflection coefficient is less than 10%. The
Grill-IV has two control systems for the upper eight modules and the lower eight modules; the power,
phase and frequency can be controlled independently in these two sets of modules. The Grill-IV is
significantly simplified system; there are 192 of waveguides at the grill mouth with only 16 transmission
lines from the generator. Compared to the Grill-III, capability of the spectrum control in the Grill-IV is
reduced because the number of modules in toroidal direction is not enough. However, the spectrum
excited by the Grill-IV can be also widely changed by changing the wave frequency.

The block diagrams of LH system for multijunction launchers Grill III and IV are shown in Fig.8a
and 8b, respectively. The Grill HI launcher has eight 1MW klystrons (where the output power of each
klystron is limited at 0.6-0.7MW due to the degradation of the voltage tolerance at the electron gun).
Output power of klystron is supplied to each of the four poloidal elements of the array launcher. Each
poloidal element is connected to three-divided multijunction module. The RF power and the wave
phasing between adjacent multijunction module can be independently controlled in every 10ms. The
wave frequency can be selected from following five frequencies; 1.74, 1.83, 2.0, 2.17 and 2.23GHz. The
frequency can be shifted from one to another within O.3-O.5s. The Grill IV launcher has 18 klystrons, and
each klystron is connected directly to the 12 divided multijunction module.

Figure 9 shows the launched wave spectra by above mentioned four grills with the same nnP^k
(-1.7). Although the plasma-launcher coupling characteristics should be analyzed correctly by the
Brambilla code[75] and Swan code[70], the launched wave spectrum can be easily estimated by using the
profile of wave electric field in vacuum. We assume that the multijunction launcher with M modules with
the phase between adjacent modules of <|)M, and each module has N secondary waveguides with the built-
in phase of <j)sut,. Assuming 8 and A are the pitch of the secondary waveguide and the pitch of the
module, respectively, the electric field in wave vector space can be described by

/"oo M,N fb(m,n)

E(kn) = E(z)e-ik *dz = £ exp[ i{(m - 1»)M + (n - l)(|)sub} - kHz]dz

•'-oo m - n = ' •'a(m,n)
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a) 24x4 Launcher
(Grill-Ill)

S.G.

Power
Controller

3-div. multifunction
module

b) 48x4 Launcher
(Grill-IV)

Power
Controller

Controller
Phase

Controller
12-div. multifunction

module

Fig.8 Block diagram of LH system in JT-60/JT-60U for Grill -ID (a) and Grill-IV (b).

where a(m,n) = (m-l)A + (n-l)8 - 8/2 and b(m,n) = a(m,n) + 8. Integrating this, the wave power spectrum
can be expressed by

(3.2.1)
kN8/2

M
M(k,,) = I £ E(m)exp(i{(m-1)(|)M 4

m=l

2

-kN8})] t
n=l

where E(m) and E(n) are the wave amplitudes in the m-th module and n-th sub-waveguide in the module.
The function M(k||) and S(ky) show the contributions from the array of multi-junction module and the
array of sub-waveguides, respectively. The function M(k||) and S(kll) have a peak at nn = ck||/co = (c/fA)
(5>M/27i + i ) and nn = (c/f8) {^U\J2% + i) , respectively, where i is integer ( i = 0, ±1, ±2,....). When the
number of module M is much larger than the number of sub-waveguides N, the width of the launched
wave spectrum is determined by the array of multijunction. By changing the phase between adjacent
module, the peak of the spectrum moves along the envelope S(k||). The width of spectrum is determined
by the array of sub-waveguides for M « N .

Typical LHCD discharge in JT-60U is shown in Fig. 10, where the LH power of -2.8MW was
launched into the low density divertor plasma (ne ~ 0.7xl019rrr3, By = 3T) by the Grill-IV (2GHz,
nilPeak ~ 1.7). Since a feedback control system keeps the plasma current constant, the surface voltage
decreases by the injection of LH power. The surface voltage in tokamak plasmas can be described by
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Fig.9 Wave spectra at n|| ^ ~ 1.7 of four grills (Grill I - IV) used JT-60/JT-60U.

(3.2.2)

where R Q is the plasma resistance, Ip and IRF are the plasma current and the RF driven current, Rp is the
major radius and lj is the plasma internal inductance. With the assumptions of constant Ip, R Q and \\, the
RF driven current can be estimated approximately by the decrease in the surface voltage; IRF/Ip =
IAVI/VOH> where AV= VLH -VOH,

 a nd V O H
 ar>d VLH are the surface voltage before and during LH

injection, respectively. When the surface voltage during LH injection is not zero, the residual DC electric
field may accelerate or decelerate fast electrons produced by LH waves. Therefore the estimation of the
RF driven current by iRF Îp = IAVI/VOH ' s n o t correct in such cases. The relation between the injected
LH power and the surface voltage is described by[27]

1 •(!-•
TlCcAlCDo ' RQLH VOH

(3.2.3)

where PLHO> *1CDO
 a r e t n e LH power to obtain VLH = 0 and the CD efficiency without DC electric field.

R£20H a°d RQLH a r e t n e plasma resistance with and without LH. The normalized efficiency
can be described analytically[81] by

(3.2.4)

where X2 = 12(v||max/vte)2(E/EDreicerV(Zeff+V), X = (v||min/v||max)2, EDreicer and E are the Dreicer
field and the residual electric field. The maximum and the minimum wave phase velocities are denoted as
vllmax a nd vllmin- Figure 11 [27] compares the experimentally observed CD efficiency in ASDEX
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Fig.10 Typical LHCD discharge in JT-60U. The loop voltage increases gradually during LH
pulse due to the slowly decrease in the internal inductance lj.

experiments with Eqs.(3.2.3) and (3.2.4). Experimental results have a similar power dependence with the
theory at T = RQOH/RQLH ~ 1 - 2. AS expected by this result, the RF driven current should be estimated
at almost zero surface voltage to obtain the correct current drive efficiency experimentally.

When the LH pulse length is limited, the effect of the inductive voltage due to the change in the
internal inductance, which is the second term in Eq.(3.2.2), can not be neglected especially in high
current and large machine. A slow change in the surface voltage during LH pulse can be seen in Fig. 10.
This is due to the change in the internal inductance lj as shown in the bottom box (time trace of the
quantity lj + 2(pp

ecl-ppdia)) in Fig. 10. The internal inductance slowly decreases and the magnetic energy
in the plasma is released outside. The characteristic time of change in lj is determined by the diffusion
time of the current and depends on the electron temperature. The decrease in the surface voltage in LH
injection is plotted against the injected power for JT-60U experiment in Fig. 12, where Ip = 3MA, B j =
4T, He ~ 1.3xl019rrr\ f = 2GHz, and the Grill-IV was used. In this experiment, the internal inductance
does not reach in the steady state level during <; 2 sec of LH pulse. The solid circles are the change in the
surface voltage, while the change in the resistive voltage (the inductive voltage is subtracted) is plotted as
the open symbols. Since 30% of the change in the surface voltage is due to the inductive voltage in these
cases, the correction of the inductive voltage is necessary to estimate the current drive efficiency
correctly.
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Fig.12 Normalized loop voltage drop versus LH power in JT-60U results. Solid
and open symbols are for surface voltage and for resistive voltage. At high
current regime, the effect of the change in I, on the surface voltage can not
be neglected.

To estimate current drive efficiency experimentally, we define the efficiency TJCD = n e p

where ne is the line average electron density, I C D ' s estimated with a correction of inductive voltage and

without DC electric field (we note that these two conditions is not always satisfied at the same time for

short LH pulse). The launched RF power is used as P L H because the measurement of the absorbed power

is difficult. This is not always valid. In LHCD experiments in small machines, the confinement time of
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fast electrons produced by the LH waves is shorter than the slowing down time of them. Therefore some
of the launched power must be lost through the fast electron loss before they are thermalized. The
absorbed power must be lower than the injected for the case of n||Pealc ~ nnacc. In these cases, a correct
estimation of CD efficiency is very difficult.

3.3 Current Drive Efficiency

The current drive efficiency is one of the most important parameter in non-inductive current drive.
In a steady state tokamak reactor, 10-20MA of plasma current should be maintained non-inductively at
the density of ~ lO^nr-^. The product neRpIp may become an order of lO^MArrr^ in a fusion reactor.
To maintain this product by non-inductive current drive with the maximum efficiency presently observed
(T|CD ^ 4xl0 l 9 nr 2 MA/MW), the CD power of several hundred MW should be injected. This power is
too large to satisfy the economical aspect of a reactor. In order to understand and to improve the current
drive efficiency, parameter dependence of the CD efficiency were widely performed by changing the
phase velocity [27, 28, 54, 76], the electron density[27, 28, 77, 78], the toroidal magnetic field[27, 77,
79], the effective ion charge Zeff [27, 78], the electron temperature [28, 78, 80] and so on.

The relationship between the CD efficiency and the launched wave spectrum is now well
understood. Figure 13 shows the CD efficiency against the electron density in the PLT tokamak[28] for
various launched spectral widths. Decrease in the efficiency in higher density region is due to the
accessibility condition and due to the density limit, as discussed later. The CD efficiency increases by
injecting a narrow the spectrum width. This was confirmed in other machines, too. A narrow spectral

width with lower nyP^k has a high CD efficiency. The best current drive efficiency in the PLT tokamak
for each spectrum depends inversely on the spectral width. This is very interesting results because the
spectral gap is largest in the most narrow spectrum. Even though there is no gap for the case of Grill #2 in
Fig. 13, the efficiency is lowest among four spectra. Figure 14 shows the dependence of the efficiency on
the launched n||Pea^ in ASDEX tokamak, where the solid line is the theoretical expected efficiency
defined by Eq.(2.2.23). The lower niiP^^ has a higher CD efficiency and the observed efficiency agrees
very well with the theoretical prediction. A sharp peak around nj| ~ 1.5 is due to the accessibility
condition, which is estimated by the line average density and the central toroidal field. Many experiments
show similar results as these two. The best CD efficiency can be obtained when we use a sharp spectrum
which has a peak at ny ~ nyacc. Lower n\\ waves can accelerate electron at higher velocity where the
electrons suffer less collisionality. Since the plateau in electron distribution function can be maintained
with a low collisional dissipation power in such high velocity regime, a CD efficiency can be obtained.
The fact that the experimentally observed CD efficiency can be well explained by the simple theory
suggests that the launched wave spectrum is not changed largely in the plasma and the only small amount
of the launched power may be dissipated to fill the energy gap.

The electron temperature dependence of the CD efficiency has been suggested by comparing many
experimental results in small and medium size machines[82]. Experiments carried out in the T-7 tokamak
have shown that the CD efficiency increases with the electron temperature[83]. In 1989, the empirical
scaling of the CD efficiency has been found in JT-60 experiments[78]; r|cD(x1019rr|-2A/W) ~
12<Te(keV)>/(5+Zeff) where <Te> is the volume averaged electron temperature and Zeff is the effective
ion charge. The ASDEX results[83] and recent results of JET[80] and JT-60U[64] are consistent with this
scaling as shown in Fig. 15. It should be pointed out that the observed CD efficiency depends on the
volume averaged temperature, not on the central electron temperature. As shown later, a high central
electron temperature with a strongly peaked profile has been often observed in LHCD discharges after
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suppressing sawteeth and the m=l oscillation. However there is no large change in CD efficiency before
and after appearing a very high central electron temperature in these discharges. This temperature
dependence can not be expected from a simple theoretical model shown in Eq.(2.2.l9). In Fig. 15, the
observed CD efficiency was plotted against the quantity 12<Te(keV)>/(5+Zeff) using the measured data
without taking into account the effect of the launched wave spectrum and the accessibility condition. In
order to remove such uncertainties, the experimentally observed CD efficiency in ASDEX[85] and JT-60
are divided by the simple theoretical efficiency defined by Eq.(2.2.19), and plotted against the volume
averaged electron temperature in Fig. 16[84]. These experimental results suggest that the CD efficiency
does not have a linear dependence on the temperature, but increases with <Te>^--\ In order to expect the
CD efficiency in a reactor relevant condition with a much higher volume average temperature, one has to
understand why the CD efficiency increases with <Te>

0-5.
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Several studies have been reported to explain the temperature dependence of the CD efficiency. One
of these is a very simple explanation. When the electron temperature increases, the driven current profile
may shift outward where the electron density is low. The collisional dissipated power to make plateau in
the velocity space in a low density region is lower than that in central high density region. Therefore the
CD efficiency increases with increasing the electron temperature[86,87]. Another explanation is possible
by taking into account the power dissipation in the spectral gap. In Sec.2.2.2, we derived the CD
efficiency assuming a small amount of the launched wave spectrum suffers an ny-upshift in Eq.(2.2.26).
Here we compare Eq.(2.2.26) with the experimental results, and discuss the reason why the CD
efficiency increases with the volume average temperature.

The experimentally observed current drive efficiency in JT-60 is plotted against
12<Te(keV)>/(5+Zeff) in Fig. 17. Solid line and two broken lines show the theoretical CD efficiency
calculated from Eq.(2.2.26) where lnA = 19, ne = 1019nr3, Zeff = 4, a = 1m, K= 1.5, Rp = 3.45m. The
minimum and maximum launched nn are assumed to be n||min = 1-2 and n||max = 2.2. The minimum
velocity VL in Eq.(2.2.26) is assumed to be VL = ocvte (the electron thermal velocity estimated with the
volume averaged electron temperature). It is natural to assume a = 3 because a strong Landau damping
must prevent further velocity downshift. We regard the value T|L = DW ' /DCOI(VTJ in Eq.(2.2.26) as a free
parameter in Fig. 17 (this parameter means that the n||-up-shifted power normalized by the collisional
friction at the up-shifted region). Solid line and two broken lines are the case with TIL = 5, 2 an<J 10,
respectively. Figure 17 shows that the CD efficiency in this model depends on the electron temperature,
and T|L = 1-10 is required to fit experimentally observed dependence. Several experimental points in Fig.
17, whose efficiencies are lower than the calculated one shown the broken line with T)L =2, were obtained
in higher density LHCD than other points. In order to compare the CD efficiency observed
experimentally precisely, we have to take into account the launched spectrum and the accessibility
condition.
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The value T]L = 1-10 is consistent with the experimentally observed current and the launched wave
power. Figure 18 shows the total driven current and the absorbed RF power against the parameter T)L
with the experimental parameters of JT-60/JT-60U LHCD discharges where a = 2.6, Te = 2keV are
assumed and other parameters are the same as in Fig.17. Since the driven current and the injected RF
power are several MA and several MW in JT-60/JT-60U experiments, a reasonable range of T)L is
thought to be 1 - 10. In TIL » '0 or « 1, the driven current and the absorbed power are not realistic
compared with the experimental results. Since the current drive efficiency is well explained by the
launched wave spectrum, the modification of the launched spectrum is thought to be small in real
experiments. When the minimum launched phase velocity is modified in the present theoretical model,
the launched wave phase dependence of efficiency may be greatly affected. The theoretical model shown
here should be checked whether the model can explain the launched spectrum dependence of the
efficiency. The current drive efficiency experimentally observed in JT-60U by using the Grill-III is
plotted against the phase difference A(j)m of adjacent multi-junction modules in Fig. 19 (circles) where Ip
= 1.2MA, Bt = 4T, ne = 0.4 - O.5xlO19nr3[88]. In order to simulate this phase dependence, Eq.(2.2.19) is
calculated with nm = nMPeak - 0.5, n||2 = n i i ^ + 0.5, nyPeak = 1.068*{A(t>rn(deg)/100}, vL/v te = 5, Te

=3keV, T|L = 5, Zeff = 2, and lnA = 18. We assumed that the accessibility condition is nnacc = 1.2. The
wave power, which satisfies the accessibility condition, can be approximately described by

Pace
PLH

~0.8075exp{ -6.6352 (•
ace peak

n || ffl || - 0 . 7 3.1037

0.6 } } +0.1925

for the launched wave spectrum from the Grill-III launcher. This accessible power fraction is multiplied
to Eq.(2.2.19) and the resulting efficiency is plotted against the wave phasing in Fig. 19 (solid curve).
With parameters employed here, the theoretical efficiency is consistent with the experimentally observed
phase dependence of the current drive efficiency. This shows that the information of launched wave
spectrum is conserved in plasmas for a reasonable value of T|L-
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This simple theoretical model has shown that the temperature dependence of the CD efficiency can
be explained by the dissipated power in the spectrum gap. With the reasonable up-shifted power, which is
described by DW7DCOI(VL) - 2 - 10, the theory predicts a reasonable driven current, the absorption power,
the temperature dependence and the launched wave phasing dependence on the CD efficiency and the
driven current profile. Although the derived simple theory is very useful to see the physical picture of the
temperature dependence of CD efficiency, we have to note that the absolute value of efficiency, the
driven current and the absorbed power should be treated carefully. Several studies to explain the
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temperature dependence in toroidal geometry have been performed by using combined the Fokker-Planck
code and a multiple-pass ray tracing code[89, 90].

The current drive efficiency TJCD = 3.4x1019rn'2A/W has been achieved in JT-60 LHCD
experiments. Further improvement of CD efficiency is required because the CD efficiency
experimentally obtained is not enough to apply non-inductive current drive for a steady state fusion
reactor. The simple model discussed here suggests that the CD efficiency may saturate at high electron
temperature, where there is no longer spectral gap inside the whole plasma. In such high temperature
plasmas, the increase in CD efficiency can be expected only by a relativistic effect but this may not be so
large. Studies of CD experiments in such higher electron temperature plasmas should be performed.

In connection with the parameter dependence of the current drive efficiency, we have to note
several interesting experimental results in ASDEX experiments. A correlation between the CD efficiency
and the broadening of the pump wave frequency spectrum has been reported in ASDEX[91]. They
measured the wave signal by a RF probe located near the wall in the shadow of the guard limiter and
compared the CD efficiency with a careful data selection and modification to remove the effects of the
accessibility condition and other parameter dependence. Results have indicated that the CD efficiency
decreases when the pump wave frequency width increases (the broadening in the frequency spectrum is
less than 2MHz, while the pump wave frequency is 2.45GHz). They discussed tentatively that the density
fluctuation or the parametric decay instabilities may broaden the frequency spectrum and modify the
launched wave spectrum. This effect should also be studied in other machines.

Another result is already shown in Fig. 14. When the launched peak nn is close to the accessibility
condition, the experimentally observed efficiency is larger than the expected shown in the lines. This
result may suggest some modification of the launched wave spectrum near the accessibility condition.
Similar suggestion was reported by studying the dependence of the CD efficiency on the spectrum width
near the accessibility condition in ASDEX[27]. Relation between the accessibility condition and the
maximum electron energy accelerated by LH waves has been reported in JT-60U where the observed
maximum photon energy is well described by the accessibility condition[149]. When the wave spectrum
does not satisfy the accessibility condition ( n||Peak<n||acc), large surface waves were detected by an RF
probe located in the divertor plates and their power was well described by the inaccessible wave power
expected from the launched wave spectrum.

3.4 Control of Current Profile and MHD Activities

The current profile in tokamak plasma is very important because it relates strongly with the electron
temperature, MHD stability and the confinement. Since the current profile in inductive tokamak
discharges is strongly linked with the electron temperature profile, it is impossible to control the current
profile independently of the electron temperature. By employing the non-inductive current drive, an
active control of the current profile is possible. Many studies have been performed by LHCD to control
the current profile and MHD activities. This section will introduce several important experiments of
these.

Change in the plasma internal inductance during LHCD has been observed in many machines. The
dependence of the change in the internal inductance on the power and the launched wave spectrum has
been reported in ASDEX[92]. The direct measurement of current profile by a neutral Li-beam probe has
shown that the change in 1; is consistent with the change in the current profile[93]. Similar results were
also observed in JT-60[94]. Figure 20 shows the time evolution of change in the internal inductance
during LHCD and the corresponding current profile measured by the Li-beam probe[93,95]. The internal
inductance in LHCD phase decreases gradually and reaches the level lower than that of OH plasmas.
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Fig.20 Time evolution of internal inductance during LHCD and current profile measured by Li-beam
probe in ASDEX [95].

Results of the Li-beam probe measurement are consistent with the change in the internal inductance;
measured current profile during LHCD plasma is flatter than that before LH injection. The safety factor
at the plasma center q0 is slightly below unity in OH phase and above unity in the whole plasma during
LHCD.

In JT-60, the change in the current profile has been measured by the Faraday rotation angle in fully
non-inductive plasma as shown in Fig.21, where the change in the internal inductance deduced by the
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Faraday rotation angle (AI;^) is compared with the measured Shafranov lambda A (= (3p+l,/2). Deduced
inductance AljFR consistent with the change in the Shafranov A in spite of large increase in A just after
LH onset. This large increase is thought to be due to the pressure anisotropy; a large increase in the
parallel pressure due to the formation of plateau in the parallel velocity distribution function. Numerical
calculation of the change in the internal inductance has been studied for JT-60 results by using a ray
tracing, the quasi-linear Fokker-Planck code with an assumption of fast electron tail and the current
diffusion equation[96]. The change in the internal inductance comes from the difference between the
current profile in OH phase and the current profile driven by LHCD. The radial distribution of fast
electron population can be measured by the hard x-ray profile. Time evolution of lj for several n||Pea^ (the
Grill-III) in JT-60 LHCD discharges is shown in Fig.22a, where Ip=lMA, ne~1019m-3. Figure 22b and
22c shows the n||Peak dependence of the time derivatives of the internal inductance dlj/dt for cases shown
in Fig.22a and the corresponding measured hard x-ray profile[97]. Measured hard x-ray profile is
consistent with the change in the internal inductance. By superimposing a low LH power with a high n\\
wave into LHCD plasma with a high power and low rt|| waves, a large decrease in the internal inductance
has been observed in ASDEX[27]. These results suggest that the driven current profile can be also
controlled by combined wave spectra. Inverse current drive by LHCD may have a possibility to control
the current profile. Recent results in JT-60U have indicated that the internal inductance can be increased
by driving inverse current near the plasma edge.

When the current profile is modified largely by LHCD, change in MHD activities must be also
modified. Suppressions of sawtooth oscillation and m=2 tearing mode by LHCD have been observed in
Petula-B[98]. By suppressing m = 2 mode, they obtained stable low q discharges (qa < 3) without causing
a major disruption. Suppression of high m mode in current ramp-up phase was also reported in JT-60
experiments[99]. Destabilization of high m mode by LHCD was also observed. Figure 23 shows the time
evolution of the internal inductance estimated by the Shafranov A and the diamagnetic Pp, and the signal
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of Mirnov coils, where relatively high tin (njiPea^ ~ 2.56) waves are injected into a low density plasma
(Teo ~ 5keV) in JT-60. The internal inductance decreases gradually during LHCD pulse. At t ~ 5.1s, the
m = 2 mode appears and grows. This mode is finally locked and causes the minor disruption. The internal
inductance, then, increases rapidly at t ~ 5.4s. This destabilization is though to be due to the formation of
steep current gradient at the plasma periphery[96]. Similar observation has been reported in ASDEX[100],
where the possibility of avoiding the m=2 induced disruption by LHCD with combined spectra has been
pointed out.

Stabilization or suppression of sawteeth by LHCD has been commonly observed in many
experiments[93, 97, 98, 101, 102]. Figure 24 shows the LH power dependence of the amplitude of
sawtooth and the m=l mode observed in the PLT tokamak. Above a certain power threshold, which
depends on the density, LHCD suppresses sawteeth activity at the center of the plasma. Around this
power threshold, the m=l mode is destabilized and suppressed by further increase in LHCD power. After
suppressing sawteeth and the m=l mode, a peaked electron temperature has been observed. A similar
result has been reported in ASDEX, too. Figure 25 compares the electron temperature profiles of LHCD
plasmas in ASDEX[103] with various PLH- Behaviors of sawteeth and m=l mode in ASDEX LHCD
experiments are similar to those in PLT; a strongly peaked electron temperature appeared by further LH
power injection after suppressing these MHD mode. Sawteeth are suppressed and the peaked electron
temperature profile is observed in only current drive mode. The electron temperature peaking factor
Teo/<Te> of - 5.5 was formed in LHCD plasma where Teo/<Te> ~ 2.2 in OH plasma. Recently, Tore
Supra has demonstrated to maintain a peaked electron temperature profile (Teo ~ 8-10keV) with the
enhanced confinement for about 7 seconds[104], where the central safety factor is increased by LHCD
and sawteeth are suppressed. LHCD have a capability to suppress sawteeth not only in OH plasmas but
also in high power NB heated plasma[93]. In JT-60, only 2MW of LHCD power has suppressed sawteeth
in -10MW of NB heated plasmas[97]. Enhancement of giant sawtooth period in ICRH plasma by LHCD
has been also reported in Ref.[105].

In all experiments, the sawteeth are suppressed when sufficient LH power is injected in current
drive mode, namely the launched wave has a traveling wave spectrum in the direction of electron drift.
Most probable explanation of sawteeth suppression is the modification of current profile by LHCD. The
internal inductance is one of good measure to show the modification of current profile. The decrease in lj
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Fig.24 Mode amplitudes for m = 0 and m = 1 as a function of LH power (PLT [28]).
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Fig. 25 Electron temperature profile for various LH powers (ASDEX [95]).

by LHCD has been observed in several experiments of sawteeth suppression. This result suggests that the
current profile has flattened and sawteeth are suppressed when the safety factor rises above unity
everywhere in the plasma. However, it has been also reported that sawteeth are suppressed by LHCD
with accompanying the increase in lj. In JT-60 experiments, these two cases have been observed.

Figure 26 shows results of JT-60 experiments, where the LH power of 1.4MW with n||Peak = 1.44,
1.92 and 2.56 (the Grill-III was used) was injected into the plasma at ne ~ (l-1.25)xl019nr3 and the
safety factor at the plasma surface of qa ~ 4.7. The parameter Al; + 2(A(3petlu - APp

d'a) is obtained from
the Shafranov lambda (pp

e1u+lj/2) and the diamagnetically measured poloidal beta p p
d i a . A rapid

increase in Alj + 2(App
eclu-Appdia) at the first 0.1-0.2s is due to the pressure anisotropy (the contribution

of App
eclu - App

dia = (Appn - Appi)/2 ). Slow change in Alj + 2(A(3p
eclu - APp

dia) is thought to be due to
the change in lj. A large decrease in lj is shown in the case of n||Peak = 2.56, while a high lj is kept in the
case of n||Peak = 1.44 (but, it decreases slightly at later phase of the pulse). The other parameters are fixed
for these discharges. The density traces at t = 3.5-4s (a), t = 5-5.5s (b) and t = 6.5-7s (c), are enlarged to
show the sawtooth oscillation in Fig.27a, 27b and 27c, respectively. For the case with n||Peak = 1.44,
sawtooth oscillations disappear at 0.35s after the onset of LH power (the onset of LH is t = 3.5s), and
reappears at ~0.1 s after the switch-off of LH power. On the other hand, sawteeth are suppressed at 1.8s
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after the onset of LH pulse in the case of n||Peak = 2.25. Reappearance timing of sawteeth after LH
switch-off is delayed in high ny injection compared with the case of n||Peak = 1.44. The wave with a
medium nil (n||Pealc = 1.92) does not suppress sawteeth in this case. In Fig.28, sawtooth disappearance
timing and the reappearance timing are plotted in these experiment, where the vertical axis shows the
launched n||Peak. Results of n||Peak = 2.56 indicates that the current profile is surely flatten by LHCD as
suggested by the time evolution of lj. Since it requires finite time to modify the current profile and
increase the safety factor near the center because of a high electron temperature, the sawtooth
disappearance timing is delayed from the onset of the LH pulse. The reappearance timing is also delayed
from the switch-off timing of LH power because of the same reason. The delay of the sawtooth
reappearance timing tends to increase at higher n\\ waves as shown in n||Peak = 2.9.

a

-£• suppressed^,-
6 .•'

- v no suppression

o

. b

-suppressed-

LH Power—

6
t ( S )

8

Fig.28 Sawtooth disappearance / reappearance timing in JT - 60 for the case of Fig.26.
Sawtooth was not stabilized in the n\\ region between two solid lines.

In the case of low nn sawtooth suppression, sawteeth are suppressed within 0.5s after the LH onset,
and reappear quickly (the delay is about 0.1-0.2s) after the LH switch-off. At least the internal inductance
in the case of n||Peak =1.44 is higher than that of OH phase at the timing of sawtooth suppression. We
note that there is no suppression with the waves with a medium n||. And it is difficult to find any
continuity on the sawtooth disappearance and reappearance timing between sawtooth suppressions with
the low and high n|| waves. It is not so straightforward to understand why sawteeth are suppressed in the
low nn cases because lj increases by the LHCD. A possible explanation of this is following. In this case,
the inversion radius of sawteeth at the OH phase indicates that the q=l surface locates at r/a ~ 0.2, which
is consistent with the surface safety factor qa -4.7. When the RF driven current is driven at r/a ~ 0.2-0.4,
outside the q=l surface. The current profile may shrink in the outer regions of the plasma (for example
r/a - 0.6-0.8) and the current near the center may be reduced. Consequently the internal inductance may
increase and the q=l surface may disappear everywhere in the plasma. Measurement of the current
profile in sawtooth suppressed plasmas by LHCD in ASDEX supports strongly this explanation.

It has been often observed that the sawteeth are suppressed just after the LH onset. As shown in
Fig.28, the delay of sawteeth reappearance time after the LH switch-off is not so large compared to the
case of high nn wave injections. It seems that there is not enough time to redistribute the current density
at the central hot region of the plasma. Detail measurements of current profile and the RF driven current
profile are required for further understanding of the mechanism of Sawteeth suppression by LHCD.
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Understanding of effects of the presence of a large amount of fast electrons on the sawtooth activities is
also important. Current profile control is quite important to maintain the high central temperature, the
improved confinement and the stable plasmas for in steady state. Several of these will be discussed later.

3.5 Global Energy Confinement

This section describes the global energy confinement and power balance in LHCD plasmas.
Confinement study in LHCD plasmas has been performed in several machinesf 106-111]. The ASDEX
experiments have indicated that the energy confinement time is larger than the Ohmic confinement time
in very low density regime (ne<0.6xl0l9m~-')[106], where the diamagnetically measured energy content
and the total launched power are used to determine the confinement time. The energy confinement time
in LHCD plasmas decreases with increasing the density, while the confinement time in OH plasmas
increases with the density in such density regime as expected from the neo-ALCATOR scaling. In
ALCATOR-C, it was found that the thermal energy confinement of LHCD plasmas does not depend on
the electron density[107], and the total energy confinement time, including the contribution of the
electron tail energy, deteriorates with the density compared with the OH confinement time[108]. A
similar deterioration of the global energy confinement time in LHCD plasmas as in the L-mode
discharges has been observed. These results indicates that the importance of fast electron energy content
in LHCD plasmas. A weak dependence of the thermal energy confinement time on the density has been
also confirmed in JT-60 [109].

In Fig.29, the total energy content and the electron thermal energy content are plotted against the
total injected power for LHCD (not full CD only) and OH plasmas in ASDEX experiments, where the
total energy content Wp is the sum of the thermal and the non-thermal stored energy; Wp = 2(Weclu +
Wdia/2)/3 and the density is fixed to be ne~L3xl019m"3. At Ptot<PLH> the incremental energy
confinement time, which is defined by dWp/dPtot, is the almost the same as at Ptot>PLH- Therefore the
global energy confinement time at Ptor^PLH is longer than that of the OH plasma with the same density.

0 0.5
P ,(MW)tot

Fig.29 Total energy W and electron thermal energy Wc as a function of total power Plo, (ASDEX [110]).
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There is no change in the thermal electron energy at the same density and the same heating power. These
results indicate that the improvement of the global energy confinement time is attributed to additional
energy content of the superthermal electron population. When the electron density increases, the
superthermal electron population may be significantly reduced due to decrease in their slowing down
time. Therefore the improvement in the global energy confinement may disappear at higher density
regimes. At least, it can be said that the global energy confinement in LHCD plasmas in most
experiments is consistent with the L-mode confinement except for extremely low density case. This may
be valid in additional heating by neutral beam injection into the LHCD plasma. In Fig.30, the increase in
the energy content from the OH plasma by additional input power is plotted against the total absorption
power for NB heating, LHCD and LHCD+NB in ASDEX experiments where the plasma current and the
electron density are fixed[l 10].

AWd

(kJ)

1000

P a b s ' k W >

2000

Fig.30 Energy increment measured by the diamagnetic loop AWd versus absorbed power for different heating
schemes (ASDEX [110]).

Several improvements in energy confinement are observed in LHCD experiments. One of these is
the sawtooth stabilized plasma by LHCD. In Fig.31, the central electron temperature, the peaking factor
of electron temperature profile Che = Teo/<Te> and the increment in the diamagnetically measured
energy content from the OH level are plotted against the total injection power for the LHCD plasmas and
the LH heated plasma with a symmetric spectrum injection in ASDEX experiments[103]. There is no
large difference in the temperature and the energy increment between LHCD and LH heated plasmas in
Ptot<0.75MW. After suppressing sawteeth and the m=l mode, a high electron temperature with a
strongly peaked profile is formed in the case of LHCD. The energy increment for LHCD plasma with the
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peaked electron temperature is higher than that for LH heated plasma by a factor of -1.4. The global
energy confinement time is improved by a factor of -1.2 compared with the LH heating cases. Similar
improvement factor is observed in JT-60 experiments[84]. Recent experiment in Tore Supra has shown
that the high electron temperature with a peaked profile is maintained for a long time by LHCD. The
energy confinement time in Tore Supra LHCD plasmas is plotted against the internal inductance[l 11] in
Fig.32, where the confinement time is divided by the Rebut-Lallia scaling[112] and the inductance is
normalized by the OH value. Result indicates that the confinement is improved by controlling the current
profile by LHCD. Importance of this should be emphasized because LHCD has a capability to maintain a
favorable current profile.

Typical improved confinement mode in tokamak plasmas is the H-mode. The H-mode transition
during LHCD plasma in a limiter configuration has been found in JT-60 experiments[l 13]. Figure 33
shows typical example of H-mode in LHCD plasma, where the LH power of I.2MW is injected by two
launchers (the Grill-I and III) with different frequencies. The Grill-III and the Grill-I excite waves of

n||peak _2.1 at f = 1.74GHz and n||Peak -1.5 at f = 2.23GHz, respectively. A sharp drop in H a emission
below OH level, which is accompanied by increase in the energy content and in the density, show a clear
H-transition. The loop voltage gradually increases since the RF driven current is reduced due to the rise
of the density. The impurity accumulation is modest and then the plasma reaches a quasi-steady state.
The energy confinement time is improved by up to 30% and this improvement is mainly due to the
increase in the density. Another example has shown a long ELM free H-mode for 4.8 seconds. It is very
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Fig.33 Typical H - mode discharges during LHCD in JT-60 [113].

interesting that this H-mode is observed in very low threshold power (PLH ~ 1MW) in the hydrogen and
high field (Bx = 4T) plasmas. In JT-60 hydrogen plasmas at Bj = 4T, the threshold power for the H-
transition is about 16MW in the case of NB heating. The H-mode transition could not be observed by NB
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heating and the second harmonic ICRF in the same condition. The LH H-mode could not be sustained
when a low power NB was superimposed where the LH waves interacts with beam ions and fast electron
population is reduced. Although detail mechanism of LH H-mode is not yet clear, this has similar
characteristics of improvement of particle confinement, which has been observed in LHCD experiments
in several machines.

The VERSATOR-II experiments have observed significant density increase (up to factors of two)
during combined Ohmic and LHCD discharges[l 14]. In this experiment, decrease in all H a signals by
~(10-30)% and slight decrease or no increase in impurity emissions have been observed. Estimation of
particle confinement time has shown that Tp increases during RF injection by a factor of -2.3. There was
no improvement in Tp with anti-current drive. Similar behaviors have been reported in several
machines[ll5-H8]. These results have commonly indicated a significant decrease in the edge density
fluctuation in improved particle confinement mode during LHCD. Ref.[ll9] has proposed that the
suppression of the density fluctuations is due to the radial electric field produced by the enhanced loss of
fast electrons by residual DC electric field in LHCD discharges.

Several interesting studies of transport analysis has been also reported in LHCD discharges[42, 120],
and in combined LHCD and NB heating[ 121]. Studies of effects of LHCD on H-mode plasmas produced
by NB heating can be found in Ref.[148].

3.6 The Global Power Flows in LHCD Plasmas

It is very important to study the power flows in LHCD discharges. Especially, the heat load on the
divertor plates is one of key issues in a high power long pulse LHCD experiment because the radiative
cooling from the divertor region seems to be difficult in relatively low density and a large heat load may
be deposited on the divertor plates. The divertor heat load and the heat flux in LHCD discharges were
measured with the IRTV camera in JT-60[120]. Figure 34 shows an example of a high power LHCD
discharge, where the LH power of 4.2MW was injected into a divertor discharges at ne ~2.5xl019m"3.
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Fig.34 Measurement of power flow to divertor plates and increases in temperature of the target divertor
plates in JT-60.
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The peak temperature on the divertor plates, Tdjv, increases from 290 to 370°C during LH pulse. The
total heat load reaching the divertor plates, P<jivIRTV> <s -1.7MW, which corresponds to -40% of the LH
power. The radiation loss from the main plasma is around 2MW in this case, while the divertor radiation
loss is negligibly small. Figure 35 shows profiles of heat flux on divertor plates for two different LHCD
discharges. Almost the same heat flux is observed at both strike points for the high density case, while the
heat flux at outer strike point (electron side) is higher than that on inner strike point for the low density
case. The half width of the heat flux tends to decrease with increasing LH power. It is typically ~4cm
with PLH -4.2MW. For ne >2xl019m"-^, the observed half width in LHCD plasmas is almost the same as
NB heated plasma with the same power level.
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1.4MW

(MW/m2)
Ip =1.75 MA
n e = 3x1019 m-3
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Fig.35 Profiles of divertor heat flux for two different densities in JT - 60.
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The divertor heat load divided by the total injected power in JT-60 LHCD plasmas is plotted against
the radiation loss power normalized by the total injected power in Fig.36. Open circles are obtained by
reducing impurity content with the titanium gettering and closed circles show results by changing the
plasma-first wall distance. These results indicate that the sum of the radiation and the divertor heat load is
roughly ~90% of the total injected power. The divertor radiation in these experiments is typically less that
10% of the total injected power. The divertor heat load decreases with increasing the main plasma
radiation. This result indicates that the fraction of fast electron loss to the divertor in the divertor heat
load is small.

U.O 0 . 2 0 . 4 0 . 6 0 . 8 1 . 0

- m a i n -
rrad /rto1

Fig.36 Global power flow in LHCD plasmas for different wall conditions (JT-60).
Divertor heat load divided by total injected power against normalized main
plasma radiation. Data shown by solid symbols are obtained by changing the
distance between the plasma surface and the first wall. Open symbols show
the data obtained by reducing impurities with titanium flashing to the first wall.

At low density LHCD, the radiative cooling in the divertor region can not be expected as shown in
JT-60 results. To reduce the divertor heat load in JT-60 (although it is not yet the critical problem in JT-
60 experiments), the sweep of the strike point during LHCD has been tested. Comparison of LHCD
plasma with and without the sweep of strike point are shown in Fig.37, where the sweep of the strike
point were performed by changing the height of the x-point. Without the sweep, the carbon impurity line,
the main plasma radiation and the density increase during the LH pulse, while these are constant with the
sweep. This result indicates clearly that the sweep of the strike point can suppress the increase in the
impurity content in low density LHCD plasma. Further studies should be performed in high power LH
injection at a low density regime to extrapolate this to a future steady state machine.
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Fig.37 An example of sweep of strike points during LHCD (JT-60). Solid and dotted lines show data with and
without sweep. CV is the carbon impurity line intensity and R ^ is the major radius of strike points.

3.7 Fast Electron Behaviors in LHCD Plasma

Understanding of behaviors of fast electrons produced by LH waves is important to understand
LHCD physics. The importance of the radial diffusion and loss of fast electrons in LHCD plasmas on the
current drive efficiency, the confinement and the driven current profile has been pointed out theoretically
[123-125] and experimentally! 107, 108, 110, 126-128]. A localized heat flux (hot spot), which is thought
to be due the bombardment of lost fast electrons from the plasma, at the first wall or the limiter were
often observed in low density LHCD discharges (especially in the small machines). In WT-3 tokamak,
the heat flux into the limiter has been measured thermally[129]. And the fast electron contribution from
the measured heat flux is estimated by subtracting the heat load from thermal component, which is
estimated by measuring the scrape-off plasma with probes. It was found that about 30% of the injected
LH power are lost through the fast electron loss.

In JT-60U, the direct loss of the fast electrons during LHCD has been identified by measuring X-ray
signals from the divertor plates[130]. Figure 38a shows the viewing chords of the two soft x-ray detector
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arrays in JT-60U. The bottom array detects signals from the lower half of the plasma, and several
channels in the bottom array (ch. 58-64) view the divertor plates. Time evolution of soft x-ray signal
from edge channel in the bottom array during LHCD plasma is shown in Fig.38b, where -1.5MW of LH
power (the Grill-III is used) is injected into a low density plasma (ne ~ 0.5xl019m'^). There is no soft x-
ray signal in ch.61-64 in OH phase. With an application of LH power, soft x-ray signal is observed in
ch.62. It should be noted that only small signal is observed in adjacent channels (ch.61 and ch.62). This
indicates that the increase in soft x-ray signal in ch.62 does not come from the edge of the main plasma.
The Langmuir probe in the divertor plates indicates that the electron temperature is too low to explain the
increase in soft x-ray signal of ch.62. The channel 62 views a point which is very close to the outer strike
point of the separatrix on the divertor plates. The divertor x-ray signal is thought to be due to thick target
bremsstrahlung emission arising from collisions of fast electrons accelerated by LH waves with graphite
divertor plates. The thick target X-ray flux, as measured by an x-ray diode sensitive at photon energy
much less than the characteristic energy of electron distribution, is directly proportional to the electron
power loss[131]. Detected x-ray signal is insensitive to the form of the electron velocity distribution and
the average energy of the distribution.

Soft X-ray Arrays

N

3.5 4.5
R ( m )

Fig.38a Set-up of soft x - ray detector arrays in JT - 60U.
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Fig.38b Time evolution of divertor x - ray signals SX6, ~ SXM in LHCD discharges.

The density and the wave phase dependence of the divertor x-ray signal are shown in Fig.39, where
the plasma current, the LH power is fixed. The divertor x-ray signal, which measures the directly lost
power through fast electrons, is inversely proportional to the density, and decreases with increasing the
launched n\\ (decreasing resonant electron velocity). Detail parameter dependence of the divertor x-ray
signal has indicated that the direct loss power through fast electrons can be characterized by the slowing
down time of fast electrons accelerated by LH waves. In Fig.40, the direct loss power divided by the
injected power is plotted as a function of the slowing down time of fast electrons with the velocity
corresponding to n||Pea'c where the slowing down time of only electron-electron collision is used. It is
calculated by
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where me = meo/(l-U||2/c2)°-5, meo is the rest mass of electron, u|| = c/n||, lnA =18 and the line average
electron density is used. The calibration of the divertor x-ray signal was made by measuring both the
divertor heat load with IRTV camera and the divertor x-ray signal in a transient loss of fast electrons
during LHCD. The direct loss power is roughly proportional to the slowing down time as shown in
Fig.40. This indicates that the slowing down time of fast electrons is dominant compared with their
characteristic loss time (TL) because PLoss/Pin = tSDA^SD + TL) ~ ^SD^L f° r TSD<<TL- A largest fast
electron loss power has been observed at ne~ 0.3xl019rn~3 with n||Peak ~ 1.3. Even in such cases, the
observed lost power is less than -10% of the injected power. It has been also observed that the direct loss
power decreases with increasing the plasma current for fixed density and n||Peak.
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Fig.39b Normalized divertor x - ray signal against wave phasing for fixed I and nc (JT - 60U).
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Fig.4O Fast electron loss power divided by the injection power against the slowing down time of
fast electrons with the velocity corresponding to n ||pcak (JT - 60U).

In order to understand the transport and the loss of fast electrons during LHCD, the quasi-linear
Fokker-Planck equation, which takes into account the radial diffusion of fast electrons, should be solved.
In JT-60U, one-dimensional quasi-linear Fokker-Planck equation with a radial diffusion of fast electrons
has been examined[ 132];

3f
• = v eo D

df" a
+ veo—

au
Dv

df~
ii—

au P

a
dp

pDslul aP
(3.7.2)

where Dw = Dw/(veovTe ), Ds = Ds/(veoa2), Dc = Dc/(veoVTe )» P = r/a, v e 0 is the electron collision
frequency at the plasma center, \je is the electron thermal velocity at the plasma center, S is the source
term to keep the density constant, a is the minor radius and u = v||/vxe- Dw, Dc and Ds|ul are the quasi-
linear diffusion coefficient, the linearized collision operator and the radial diffusion coefficient of fast
electrons at the velocity u, respectively. Eq.(3.7.2) is solved numerically for given Te(r), ne(r), Ds(r,v||),
Dw(r,vn) and the lost power through the radial diffusion is calculated. The numerical calculation was
performed with typical JT-60U parameters;Teo = 5keV, neo=2xl019nr3 and n||Peak = 1.44. An
assumption of nn up-shift up to vmin = 3vj e is employed. Quasi-linear diffusion coefficient Dw is
adjusted so that the driven current and the absorption power have a similar value as the experiments. The
electron temperature profile is adjusted so that the absorption power has a similar profile as the Abel
inverted hard x-ray signal. Figure 41 shows the numerically calculated direct loss rate against
TSD(vpV(a2/Ds(vp)) where TSD(vp) >s the slowing down time of electrons with the velocity vp = c/n||Peak

and Ds(vp) is the radial diffusion coefficient of fast electrons at Vp. Calculated direct loss power has a
similar dependence on the slowing down time of fast electrons with the experimental results shown in
Fig.40. Since PLOSS/PLH < 0.1 in the JT-60U experiments, Fig.41 suggests that TSD/(a2/Ds) < 0.05. This
corresponds to Ds(n||Pea'< = 1.44) < 0.5m^/s.
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A pellet injection is useful method to modify the population of fast electron locally (and rapidly) in
the plasma as long as the discharge is not so disturbed by it. Since significant increase in the density at a
finite radius due to an abrasion of pellet decreases the fast electron population locally, a time evolution of
fast electron population after pellet injection near the pellet abrasion radius may be strongly affected by
the radial diffusion of fast electrons. Several studies on the fast electron transport during LHCD by
injecting pellet have been reported. In JET experiments, the response on the non-thermal ECE has been
measured in pellet injected LHCD discharges[l33]. In JT-60, a small pellet was injected to minimize the
disturbance on the bulk plasma and the response on the hard x-ray signals is measured[132]. Time
evolution of hard x-ray signal at r/a ~ 0.4 after a small pellet injection in JT-60U LHCD plasma
(Ip=lMA, BT=4T, ne ~1019nr3) is shown in Fig.42a, where the pellet was injected at At = 10ms. The
hard x-ray signal after the pellet injection decreases rapidly and stays at low level for time duration
longer than 40ms. To simulate this experiment, diffusion equations for both bulk and non-thermal
electrons are solved. It is solved for bulk electrons;

at = -vr +s (3.7.3)

with F = - Db3nb/dr and the source S is calculated from the pellet abrasion model;

dr
p

nhEn
.549

(3.7.4)

where Lp is the pellet radius, Vp the pellet velocity, nh the fast electron density, Eh the energy of fast
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electron, and a is a constant and p is adjusted from the measured pellet abrasion depth. The radial
diffusion coefficient of bulk electrons Db is chosen to reproduce the measured time evolution of the line
average density after pellet injection. Fast electron population is estimated from

dnh

T S D

(3.7.5)

where it is assumed that the wave absorption profile Sh does not change before and after the pellet
injection and is approximately described by the Abel inverted hard x-ray profile. From Eqs.(3.7.3) -
(3.7.5) with an appropriate radial diffusion coefficient of fast electrons Dh, the chord integrated x-ray
signal is calculated and compared with the experimental results. Figure 42b shows the time evolution of
calculated hard x-ray signal at the radius of r/a ~ 0.4. To explain the experimentally observed decrease in
hard x-ray signal after pellet injection, the radial diffusion coefficient for fast electrons Dh < 1 m2/s is
required in this model. This value is consistent with the previously mentioned estimation.
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Fig.42 Response on hard x - ray signal at r / a = 0.4 after pellet injection (JT-60U). Top and

bottom figures are the measured and calculated response, respectively. Pellet is injected

at t = 10ms.
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A power modulation technique is also used to study the fast electron behaviors in LHCD plasmas.
In Tore Supra[128,134], the injected LH power was modulated on the time scale of the slowing down
time for fast electrons at n~e ~4xlO^m"^, and the temperature response was measured. They observed a
delayed response on the central electron temperature despite the off-axis creation of fast electrons by LH
waves. From these results, they discussed an existence of anomalous transport of fast electrons with a
large diffusion coefficient (Dfast ~ 10m^/s) or a large convection velocity (Vfast ~ 25m/s). In
ASDEX[135], a square (100%) modulated LH power was injected with a modulation frequency of lOHz,
and the response on the hard x-ray signals at r/a ~ 0, 0.3, 0.7 was measured. By analyzing the decay time
of hard x-ray signal, they concluded that the slowing down process of fast electrons is dominant
compared with their radial diffusion and the diffusion coefficient of fast electrons is at least 5 times
smaller than the corresponding value of thermal electrons.

In JT-60U, a sinusoidally modulated LH power was injected and the response of hard x-ray signals
was measured[136]. The phase delay of hard x-ray signals with respect to the injected power has been
well explained by the slowing down time of fast electrons with the velocity corresponding to the
launched n||Peak. In the modulated power injection, the response on the divertor x-ray signal was also
observed as shown in Fig.43a, where LH power of n||Peak = 2.24 is modulated at a frequency of 5Hz. The
divertor x-ray signal oscillates with the same frequency. Using numerical fitting, the phase difference
between the modulated power and the fitted x-ray signal, and the oscillating amplitude of x-ray signal are
determined from these time evolutions. Figure 43b shows the relative oscillating amplitude at modulation
frequency, and the phase difference as a function of the modulation frequency. The phase difference
increases and the amplitude decreases with increasing the modulation frequency. These results can be
understood by a simple consideration. From energy balance of energetic electrons, the electron tail
energy can be described by Wjail = PLH/('W - 1/tSD-l/tLossX where (fl, TSD and TLoss are the angular
frequency of the modulation, the slowing down time and the characteristic loss time of fast electrons,
respectively. The lost power is described by PLOSS = Wxaji/TLoss =Ae~i(l), where A=
\/(\+o£Ta

2)0-5/(\+R), 0= tan-^wTa), T3=TSDR/( 1+R) and R=TLoss/TSD- Curves in Fig.43b show the
amplitude A and the phase difference (j) in the above equations with an appropriate slowing down time
(JSD~20ms), where the solid and broken lines are calculated with iLoss^SD =°°and 1, respectively.
Experimental results indicate that the characteristic time of fast electron loss in this case is much longer
than the slowing down time. More precise analysis should be performed by using the Fokker-Planck
equation with a radial diffusion of fast electrons.

E14652 A<}>m = 2 1 0 ° J f m = 10Hz

4.5 4.7 4.9

t ( s )

Fig.43a Response on divertor x - ray signal with modulated LH power injection (JT- 60U).
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Fig.43b Amplitude and phase delay of divertor x-ray signal with respect to
LH power versus modulated frequency. Solid and broken lines
show calculated response with TLOSS/ TSD = °° and 1, respectively.

In JT-60U, the direct loss of fast electron produced by LH waves is not so large that the direct
power loss can be neglected even in a low density LHCD plasma. However, small amount of fast electron
loss from the main plasma may charge-up the plasma and produce a radial electric field. This has been
confirmed by measuring the plasma toroidal rotation during LHCD in JT-60U[137]. It has been reported
that the radial electric field estimated by the toroidal rotation velocity is consistent with the loss of
energetic electrons. This measurement supports the model to explain the improved particle confinement
during LHCD proposed in Ref.[l 19]. Production of radial electric field due to the fast electron loss may
play some role in the LH H-mode, which has been observed in JT-60 experiments.

3.8 Interaction of Thermal/Fast Ions and LH Waves

In early LHCD experiments, the driven current decreases rapidly above a finite density which are
shown in Fig. 13 for the data with 800MHz. This phenomenon is called as the density limit of LHCD.
This density limit increases with increasing the wave frequency as shown in Fig.44[138]. To explain the
density limit, a critical condition, where the electron damping rate is equal to the ion damping rate, has
been derived by using a simple theory[138,139]. The ratio of the electron and the ion damping rates can
be characterized by a parameter 8 = (vpj_/avxi)/(vp||/vxe) = (k||/kj_)(mjTe/ameTj)0-5 where a is a
constant. Using the dispersion relation Eq.(2.1.1), and putting 5 =1, the condition of equal damping rate
can be described by

jL=nk. (i |
f2 mi V

ipe Ice

(3.8.1)
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Fig.44 Observed density limit against the wave frequency [138].

Figure 45 shows the comparison of the experimentally observed critical density and the expected
density by Eq.(3.8.1)[139], where a = 0.5 is assumed. The density limit can be well explained by this
simple relation.

Interaction of LH waves and the fast ions have been also observed in LH experiments. Acceleration
of NB ions by LH waves was observed in ATC tokamak[140]. Heating effect of the accelerated beam
ions by LH waves has been confirmed in JIPPT-II[141].

In JT-60 experiments, the heating effect of accelerated beam ions has been reconfirmed and, at the
same time, a reduction of fast electrons produced by LH waves was observed[142]. Significant
enhancement of the ion beam tail by the LH-beam-ion interaction has been observed without losing a fast
electron population largely, resulting improved total energy confinement time[143]. Direct proof of
Eq.(3.8.1) has been reported in combined LH and NB injections! 144]. In Fig.46, LH waves at three
different frequencies with fixed an n||Peak = 2.2 were injected into a NB heated plasma (the beam energy
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is 65keV) during the density ramp-up phase. In the case of f=1.74GHz, an energetic ion flux of
E=150keV appears at t - 4.7s and the non-thermal electron cyclotron emission decreases at the same time.
This indicates that LH waves interact with beam ions at the density ne ~ 1.2xl019m~3. Traces of 2GHz
and 2.23GHz show that this critical density increases with increasing the wave frequency. An increase in
the critical density was observed with decreasing the beam energy at a fixed frequency and n||Peak.
Furthermore it was confirmed that the critical density did not depend on the launched n||Peak for fixed
beam energy and the frequency. Comparison of this critical density and Eq.(3.8.1) are shown in
Fig.47[84], where Tj is replaced by the beam energy Ef$. The critical density agrees well with the density
estimated by Eq.(3.8.1).
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Fig.47 Calculated (by Eq.(3.8.1)) and observed critical density of interaction
between LH waves and NB ions (JT - 60). fion= ( S z2 „ n „ /A „) / nCi

Interaction of LH waves and the energetic ions produced by ICRF has been also reported in
JET[145]. Interaction of LH waves with energetic ions is important for a future LHCD application in a
fusion reactor. The driven current may be reduced due to the absorption of LH power by the a-particles.
Indeed, the interaction of LH waves with thermonuclear protons has been observed in Tore Supra[146].
To avoid absorption of LH wave by 3.5MeV a-particles, Eq.(3.8.1) suggests that the LH waves with a
frequency higher than 4.8GHz should be used in a plasma with Te=15keV, neo=10^^m"^ and Bj=5T.
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3.9 Effects of Accessibility Condition on LHCD

The accessibility condition has an important role on LHCD experiments. This condition determines
the minimum parallel refractive index ny. Since the current drive efficiency T|CD ' s proportional to 1/nn2,
the CD efficiency is directly affected by the accessibility condition when the launched nn is close to the
accessibility condition nnacc. As previously mentioned in Sec.3.3, the parametric dependence of CD
efficiency observed m many experiments is consistent with the theory taking into account the
accessibility condition. We have to note another important effect of the accessibility condition. When the
launched wave power is close to the accessibility condition, a large fraction of the injected wave power
does not satisfy the accessibility condition. When the large wave power is injected in such situation, the
inaccessible wave power cannot be neglected and may cause some effects on plasmas. In this section, the
validity of the accessibility condition and the effects of inaccessible wave power are discussed.

Effects of the accessibility condition have been systematically studied in the JT-60U tokamak[150].
In Fig.48, LH power with two different n||Peak (launched by Grill-III) are injected into plasma (By = 4T)
where the electron density increases during LH pulse. Solid and dotted lines are the cases with n||Pealc =
1.28 and 1.92, respectively. In both cases, the change in the loop voltage during LH pulse is small (from
-O.35V to 0.45V). The total count of hard x-ray signal which has a photon energy larger than lOOkeV is
roughly inversely proportional to the electron density in the case of n||Pea't = 1.92 (dotted line), while the
decay of hard x-ray signal in the case of n||Peak = 1.28 decreases more rapidly. The launched wave
spectra in these cases are shown in Fig.49a. The accessibility condition nnacc is modified due to density
increase during LH pulse. This change in nyacc is plotted in Fig.49b, where nnacc is estimated by using
the line average density, the toroidal magnetic field at the magnetic axis. As shown in Fig.49, the
accessibility condition may affect for the case of n||Pea'c = 1.28, while the main lobe of the launched
spectrum with n||Peak =1.92 satisfies the accessibility condition. Figure 50 compares time evolution of the
hard x-ray spectrum in these two cases. The hard x-ray spectra for the case of n||Pea'c = 1.92 do not
change largely during density ramp, while the maximum detected photon energy, which is defined by the
maximum energy beyond the noise level in this system, decreases during density ramp in the case of
^peak _ ] 28. Detected maximum photon energy Emax is plotted against the line average density in
Fig.51, where solid and open circles show the case of n||Peak = 1.28 and 1.92, respectively. The solid line
in Fig.51 shows the maximum electron energy determined by the accessibility condition;

( !-==)

Vl-(l/nfc)2

where me is the electron rest mass and c is the velocity of light. The maximum electron energy
determined by the accessibility condition changes from 330 keV at ne = lxl019rn~3 to 240keV at ne=
2xl019rn~3 in these discharges. It can be seen that the maximum detected photon energy in the case of

n||peak _ i 28 has similar density dependence with the maximum energy determined by the accessibility
condition. On the other hand, the maximum detected photon energy does not change in the case of nyP^^
= 1.92 because the main lobe of the launched spectrum is not affected by the accessibility condition in
these experimental parameters. We have to note that the absolute value of measured maximum photon
energy depends on the sensitivity of the detector system. Therefore the agreement of the absolute value
between the maximum detected photon energy and the maximum electron energy determined by the
accessibility condition is not important.
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Although it has been already discussed in Sec.3.3, the effect of the accessibility condition on the
current drive efficiency is emphasized here again. In Fig.52, the experimentally observed current drive
efficiency in JT-60U is plotted against the launcher phasing (the Grill-III), where solid and dotted lines
show the spectrum weighted nn defined by Eq.(2.2.20) with n||acc = 1.2 and 1.0, respectively. Without
taking into account the accessibility condition, the expected CD efficiency increases with decreasing the
launcher phasing. With a reasonable accessibility condition in this case ( Bx = 4T, ne ~ lxl019rn~3), the
spectrum weighted nn has a similar phase dependence with the experimentally observed CD efficiency.
This suggests that the accessibility condition limits the maximum electron energy accelerated by the
waves and reduces the wave power which satisfies the accessibility condition.
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Fig.52 Phase dependence of CD efficiency and the spectral weighted n|| (Eq. (2.2.20)) with
(solid line) and without (broken line) taking into account the accessibility condition.

The LHCD plasmas are strongly affected by the inaccessible wave power into the core plasma when
the inaccessible power is large. In extreme cases, inaccessible wave power enhances impurity influx and
triggers the so-called "MARFE". Typical example in such discharges is shown in Fig.53, where 0.8MW
of LH power with nyPeak ~ 1.08 is injected into the plasma at ne ~ 0.75xl0 l9nr3, BT=4T. The
accessibility condition, which is estimated by the line average electron density and the central magnetic
filed, becomes n||acc = 1.21 in this case. It should be noted that almost all injected wave power does not
satisfy the accessibility condition in this experiment. At t ~ II .4s, the D a signal drops abruptly, the
oxygen impurity line increases and the MARFE appears. Finally the discharge becomes disruptive at t >
11,6s. During stable phase at t = 10.5 - 11.4s the increase in the main radiation and D a signal in the main
plasma is larger than that of the case with LH injection which satisfies the accessibility condition. Similar
phenomenon has been also observed in ASDEX experiment. In Fig.54, the increase in the main plasma
radiation is divided by the LH injected power and plotted against the quantity n||acc/n||Peak. The relative
increase in the radiation does not change with n||acc/n||Peak < 0.8, while it increases rapidly at
nnacc/n||Peak > 0.8. Two data in Fig.54, which show a large radiation increment at nnacc/n||Peak ~ 0.9 and
1.1, correspond to the data in MARFE phase. From measurement of the impurity line, the enhanced
radiation at nnacc/n||Pea'<' > 0.8 is thought to be due to the increase in the oxygen impurity.

In JT-60U, the wave signal at the plasma periphery has been measured by an RF probe located in
the divertor plates. Measurements were performed for various wave spectra, the electron density and the
magnetic field. Results are summarized in Fig.55, where the received RF signal is divided by the injected
RF power and plotted against the quantity n||acc/n||Peak. The solid line in this figure shows the
inaccessible wave power estimated by the launched wave spectrum. Experimentally measured probe data
in these parameter scans has a similar nnacc/n||Peak dependence with the inaccessible power fraction. This
dependence is very similar to the radiation increase as shown in Fig.54. These results indicate that the
inaccessible wave power stays plasma periphery and enhances the wall-plasma interaction and the
impurity influx.

The accessibility condition is very important especially in the high power LHCD experiments.
Although the accessibility condition is a local condition in the plasma, the quantity nnacc/n||Peak (where
nnacc is estimated by using the line average electron density and the central toroidal field) is one of a
good measure to estimate the inaccessible power fraction and these effects.
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3.10 Combined LHCD with Other CD/heating Methods

In several combined experiments of LHCD and other CD/heating methods, important synergy has
been observed. This section will show typical examples of these results. It has been reported that a kinetic
instability caused by the strong pressure anisotropy was stabilized and the current drive efficiency was
improved in combination of LHCD with the electron cyclotron (EC) heating[54,147]. This stabilization
can be ascribed to the isotropization of the current carrying electron beam by EC heating.

Combination of LHCD with the fast wave in the ion cyclotron range of frequency has been also
examined in JET. Figure 56 shows hard x-ray energy spectra in JET experiments for a fully non-
inductive discharge by LH alone (Pulse No:249l8, PLH=1-7MW, P I C = 0 M W , V r e s = 0), a partially non-
inductive plasma with LHCD (No:24960, PLH=2 .3MW, P I C = 0 M W , V res > 0) and a fully non-inductive
plasma with combined LHCD and FWCD(No:24966, PLH=2.3MW, PiC=3.1MW, V res =0)[63]. This
figure clearly indicates that the fast wave interacts with electrons strongly and accelerates electrons
produced by LHCD. It has been reported that 2MA of plasma current was driven at the central electron
density of ~3.6xl019m"-^ in this combination ( P L H = 2 3 M W , P IC=3 .1MW) , while the non-inductive
current of -0.4MA was achieved by the LHCD alone with PLH ~2MW. Although a mechanism of this
synergy is not yet clear, this may give us another possibility to increase the CD efficiency because FW or
IBW can accelerate LH-produced electrons over the maximum energy which is determined by the
accessibility condition of LH waves.

Combined LHCD with NBCD has been studied in several machines (for example, Ref.[148]).
Figure 57 shows an example of combined LHCD with NBCD experiment where LIMA of plasma
current is completely sustained by 2.5MW of LHCD (the primary coil current is kept to be constant in
this experiment), and NBCD with the injection power of 3.7MW is superimposed. The non-inductive
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current increases slowly up to -1.17MA during NB pulse. In this experiments, LHCD drives center-
peaked non-inductive current (this is confirmed in hard x-ray profile measurement), while NBCD drive
peripheral current because NB lines is completely off-center. The time evolution of the internal
inductance shows clearly the current modification by the superimposed NBCD.

An attempt to drive the bootstrap current on LHCD discharges has been performed in JT-60U[64].
Typical example is shown in Fig.58, where NB power of 22MW (balanced injection) was injected into
fully non-inductive plasma produced by ~3MW of LHCD power at Ip=0.7MA, ne ~0.3xl019rn~3. The
surface loop voltage is negative for whole pulse except with a transient phase just after NB onset, where
the volt-second is supplied from the vertical coil due to a rapid increase in Pp. The poloidal 3p reaches up
to 2.3 and the confinement enhanced factor of TE /TE I T E R -1.5 is achieved. In this experiment, -30% of
the injected NB power is thought to be lost through the ripple and orbit loss because the plasma was
shifted in the region where the toroidal ripple is large. The confinement enhanced factor may be larger
than 1.5 if we take into account these lost power. The bootstrap current of 0.4MA and LH driven current
of 0.4-0.5MA are estimated in this case.

Recently, improvement of plasma performance in reversed magnetic shear plasmas has been
reported. The reversed magnetic shear configuration is attractive as the improved steady-state tokamak
operation scenario because a high bootstrap current fraction makes reversed shear configuration naturally.
At the present experiments, the reversed magnetic shear was produced transiently by using a rapid current
ramp up and additional heating to delay the current penetration. For sustainment and control the reversed
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- — 4

Fig.57 Combined LHCD and NBCD discharge in JT-60U. OH power supply was
switched off at t = 5s.
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Fig.58 Combination of LHCD and bootstrap current in JT-60U. Balance injection of NB was employed and Ip = 0.7MA.

shear configuration, active current profile control is essential. In JT-60U, a reversed magnetic shear has
been sustained for 7.5s[l51]. The location of the internal transport barrier was also controlled by
changing the launched wave spectra. These results have suggested one of important role of LHCD in a
steady-state tokamak reactor.
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4. Summary

Progress in LHCD experiments and recent results of several important topics are discussed.
Compared with the LHCD results on the small/medium size tokamaks, recent JT-60 results are well
understood with the simple physical picture.

Measurement of fast electron loss power, systematic studies of fast electron transport with
perturbation methods and the global power flow measurement in JT-60U have indicated that the most of
the RF power is absorbed by plasmas without loosing power through the fast electron loss and behaviors
of fast electrons produced by LHCD could be understood mainly with the classical slowing down process.
This is one of the important conclusions on LHCD experiments in large tokamaks. This fact can make it
easy to understand other experimental results with the simple physical picture based on the LHCD theory
and to estimate LHCD effects on future reactor plasmas.

Various dependence of the current drive efficiency has been understood consistently in this paper.
The theoretical modeling with taking into account the power dissipation on the spectral gap has shown
the reason why the CD efficiency increases with the temperature and why the previous simple modeling
without spectral gap effects can explain N\\ dependence of the CD efficiency. Studies on peculiar
phenomena to the lower hybrid waves such as the accessibility condition, the interaction between waves
and fast particles are important to determine wave parameters in future application on a tokamak reactor.
Studies on current profile control by LHCD have suggested the role of LHCD in a future steady-state
tokamak reactor.

Important remained issue of LHCD study for future application is the launcher coupling. Good
coupling characteristics under the ELMing H-mode edge have been confirmed in several devices and
control of coupling with a long distance between the launcher and the plasma surface has been
demonstrated in JT-60U by using gas puffing and ICRF waves. Since coupling characteristics depend
strongly on the plasma parameters at the scrape-off layer(SOL), long distance coupling should be studied
with control of the SOL plasmas without loosing a good core plasma confinement.
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Appendix Hot Electrostatic Dispersion Relation

Hot electrostatic dispersion relation is derived from the Vlasov equation and the Poission equation.

afa + v # V f a ,
at a

e o a

Assuming B = Boz, vx = vĵ cosG, vy = vĵ sinG, vz= v||, Eq.(A.l.l) becomes

dv

Linearizing the right hand side ( E«(df/dv) -> E«(3f°/3v) where f° is the Maxwell distribution), and

assuming fa °̂  exp(i kr - icot) and E = -ik(j), we have

ae

Eq.(Al .4) can be easily solved as

'±

where |i = kĵ vĵ /oDca, A = (knvy - (o)/(Oca and we use the relation of exp(± iA + i |0.sin6) = exp(±
iA)£Jm(|J.)e±irn6 (where Jm is the Bessel function). Putting this perturbed distribution function into
(A. 1.2), 0 = <)>ext/D(k,co) where

| k ± 3f° ( Jm-l(H) , Jm+l(ti) } ,
2 5 v k||V||-(o + mcoca k||Vn-co + mcoca

, (A.1.5)
= k + I i + I2
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Using the relation Jm(M.)+Jm-1 (\x)=(2m/\i)Jm(\i) and assuming fa° = l/(7i°-5vxa)exp

(- v||2/vTa
2).l/(jr,VTa2)exp(-vx2/vTa^X the second and the third terms of (A. 1.5) can be integrated as

where we use

Ta

- I m ( u Z( Z m ) } -

d =

2 2

c a

2 2

and zm = (w - mWca^HVTa' M<x = kj_2vxa2/(2coca2)- Z(x) is the plasma dispersion function [22] and I
is the modified Bessel function. Then (A.I .5) can be described by

m

k v

Assuming no magnetic field for ions, (A. 1.6) becomes

D(k,w)=
2

2co

k2v2 m

= 1 + A] + A2

With ZJ = co/(kvxj) » 1 and zem = (co -

approximately described as

Te

(A. 1.7)

» 1 , the plasma dispersion function can be

2z? 4zf

Then the third term of right hand side in (A. 1.7) is described by

'em

A 2 = "& 3(OPi

2CO2 2CO2 f f l 2 CO2

In the second term of (A. 1.7), assuming (Oe « 1 ,
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2 2 2
^ o e kll ^e 1 1 / - 1 z2

A,=2-f ~ ( l+ -p )(-r -+i/^zeoe-z-) form = 0
CO2 k 2 4 2 4 Z 2 Q

2 , 2 , 2
Q) kN ? 3|j,

^ ^ 2 ^ form^O

where

X 2 . n 2

are used. Using these expressions, we obtain the warm electrostatic dispersion relation;

k CO (0 C 0 c e C0ce CO CO

(A. 1.8)

where L(x) = 27i°-5x-?exp(-x2). The real part of (A. 1.8) corresponds to Eq.( 1.1.7).


